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Volume CXXVI, Number 3
BY KONSTANTINE SIMAKIS
Staff Reporter
In response to skepticism and
a lack of support among various
i members of the Gambiercommu- -
nity, the Kenyon College
istration held an open house in
j Ransom Hall yesterday to show--j
case and clarify its recent
versial building proposal.
The gathering was intended
also to encourage discussion re
garding the pros and cons of the
plans for campus growth, but suc-
ceeded more visibly in widening
the gap between two dissenting
groups of the Gambier population
than it did in bringing to fruition
any potential alternatives on which
both parties might agree.
The split occurred when As-
sociate Professor of Philosophy
Juan DePascuale announced to the
mostly informal and conversa-
tional open house crowd that he
and other concerned members of
the community were staging a si-
multaneous open forum on
Ransom's front steps.
The open house began at 4
p.m. in Ransom Hall's Norton
Room, attracting nearly one hun-
dred students, faculty members,
administrators, and locals. The
atendees were cramped into quar-
ters to view sketches of the pro-
posed new residential-styl- e office
buildings and voice their support
or opposition, in a comfortable,
chatty setting complete with
Coca-Col- a and chocolate-chi- p
cookies. After a brief introduction
Two corrections for last week's
story on ARAMARK's labor
negotiations: Custom Food, the
company which held the contract
with Kenyon College before
ARA, left because of financial
difficulties, not labor problems.
The cost of food is as follows:
30 goes to ingredients; 40
goes to labor; and the remaining
30 goes to taxes, overhead, and
ARAMARK.
Friday: Partly cloudy. High in
the lower 80s.
Saturday: Fair. Lows from near
60 into. the middle 60s. Highs in
the lower to middle 80s.
Sunday: Partly cloudy. Lows in
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'When those of us who were very concerned about this in the com-
munity and faculty approached Joe Nelson and Ron Sharp about it,
they were not inclined to turn it into an open forum. So we felt it was
a missed opportunity.'
Associate Professor of Philosophy Juan DePascuale
by the proposal's unofficial
spokesman, Vice President for Fi-
nance Joseph Nelson, and a simi-
larly concise counterpoint by one
of the concept's more outspoken
naysayers, Writer-in-Residen- ce
P.F. Kluge, the room had broken
apart into casual and mostly one-on-o- ne
conversations.
Within fifteen minutes,
DePascuale clapped his hands to
silence the room and express his
apparently shared dissatisfaction
with the open house's format.
"Those of us who came here with
another purpose in mind," he said,
"may step outside and talk in a
community fashion." Five min-
utes later, DePascuale, Kluge, and
a few dozen others mostly stu-
dents gathered outside the door
to discuss the proposal's negative
aspects.
Inside the Norton Room re-
mained a generally older, more
faculty-base- d crowd, including
Nelson, Provost Katherine H.
community
spring by Nelson, involves the
construction of two new structures
and a parking lot on the north end
of campus in the large grassy area
between Chase Avenue and Ward
4 . s--
at Ransom Hall were introduced to
site between Ward Street and Chase
what was presumably marijuana.
"It was a good piece of teamwork
between Kenyon security and the
sheriff's office," said Barber.
Aaron Ike, the driver of the
vehicle, was booked into the Knox
County Jail on a misdemeanor
charge of underage consumption
of alcohol. He placed bail of $50
September 7 and was released.
Felony drug and firearms charges
against Aaron Ike have not yet
been filed; these charges will be
assessed at a grand jury October
5.
.Barber said that the penalties
for these offenses could range from
probation and driver's license sus-
pension to prison time, depending
on the amount of illegal drugs and
the prosecutor's interpretation of
Aaron Ike's intent. Whether Ike
Thursday, September 17, 1998
Street just south of the Snowden
Multicultural Center. Critics of the
plan raise such issues as safety,
traffic congestion, and the risk of
depletion of Kenyon's much-laude- d
natural beauty.
"I thought that we were go-
ing to be talking about this like a
community, as a community," said
DePascuale after the open forum
disbanded around 5p.m. "There-
fore the administration was going
to explain to us how they came up
with this plan, and the community
see OPEN HOUSE page two
Konstantine Simakis
sketches of the proposed building,
Avenue.
was intending to distribute drugs
is unknown.
Aaron Ike was charged with
possession of drug paraphernalia
in 1997 in Knox County. In 1991,
when he was twelve years old, Ike
was issued a trespass letter from
Kenyon and was banned from the
campus. Werner said that charges
for criminal trespass would not be
pursued against Ike. David Ike has
no previous convictions.
Both Werner and Barber
stated that they did not yet know
why the Ikes were on campus.
When asked if the Ikes were deal-
ing drugs to Kenyon students, Bar-
ber noted that it was a possibility
but that the matter was still under
investigation. Detective Dick
Brenneman of the Sheriff's depart-
ment is handling the case.
Two non-studen-ts found with drugs, firearm
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Staff Reporter
Knox County Sheriff's
deputies investigating a parking
violation outside Old Kenyon ar-
rested Aaron T. Ike September 6,
after finding alcohol, a firearm and
a large quantity of marijuana in his
possession. Aaron Ike, 19, is a
resident of Howard, Ohio. His
cousin David Ike, 19, was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia
but not taken to jail.
the 60s. Highs in the lower to
middle 80s.
Monday: Partly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunder-
storms. Lows in the 60s and
highs around 80.
ESTABLISHED 1856
Will, Associate Provost Ronald A.
Sharp, Dean of Students Donald J.
Omahan and others that the pro-
posal most directly affects.
The proposal, announced last
-- 5f
Attendees of yesterday's open house
including this overview of the entire
According to statements made
by Director of Security and Safety
Daniel S. Werner and Knox County
Sheriff David Barber, college secu-
rity officers spotted a 1987 Ford
Explorer parked in the fire lane that
serves Old Kenyon at around 9:20
p.m. Because the vehicle had no
Kenyon sticker, the security offic-
ers phoned the Sheriff's office to
run a license plate check.
When deputies arrived at the
scene, Aaron and David Ike
emerged from Old Kenyon and
walked up to the officers. The depu-
ties noticed two twelve packs of
beer on the back seat of the car.
Further searching, aided by a drug-sniffin- g
dog, led to the recovery of
an unloaded 9mm semiautomatic
pistol from Aaron Ike's backpack
and a large Ziplock bag filled with
i
"
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Student council election Urination and vandalism, Environmental science Horn Gallery provides sense Football team wins season
results, p. 3 p. 6 proposed as major, p. 8 of community, p. 1 0 opener at centre, p. 16
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Senate holds first
meeting of year
Members hope to foster better communication with student
body through suggestion boxes to be placed in library
BY ZACHARY TURNER
Staff Reporter
In its first meeting of the year,
the Kenyon College Senate dis-
cussed topics for its year-lon- g
agenda. The fourteen members,
seven of whom are students, will
meet every two weeks.
Leading the discussion were
co-chai- rs Professor of Physics
Pamela Turner and Will Sugden
'99. Some of the issues raised in-
cluded drunk driving and other
alcohol abuse issues, lack of suf-
ficient parking on campus and in
the village and the substitution of
circular tables for the rectangular
ones in the Great Hall of Peirce.
Also on the adjenda for discussion
were the review of the sexual ha-
rassment board, removal of the
Gund paddle tennis courts, dorm
distribution of world newspapers,
student handbook reform and al-
teration of the nature of the
president's duties in suspension
Security increases fine
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Staff Reporter
The Office of Security and
Safety has raised the fine for park-
ing in a fire lane from $15 to $50
as of the beginning of the 1 998 fall
semester. Fines for most other
parking violations will remain
$15.
Director of Security and
Safety Dan Werner said that the
increased fine for fire lane viola-
tion reflects the additional risk to
Sept. 8, 3:50pm Bicycle re-
ported stolen sometime on Satur-
day, September 5, from outside
Mather Residence. Bicycle was
unlocked.
Sept 8, 8:10pm Fire alarm at
Watson Hall due to an activated
.smoke detector. Detector was ac-
tivated by burnt food in the
kitchen area. .
I
Sept 9, 1:45pm Vandalism to
'a vehicle in the Health Service lot
ii
reported.
Sept 9, 4:30pm Bicycle that had
been reported stolen was found.
Sept 10, 1:11am Underage
'drinking found in a room in
sMather Residence.
i
jjSept 11, 7:17pm Students
ffound smoking marijuana in a
room in Mather Residence.
jSept 11,8:20pm Non-stude- nt
iriding a horse on south campus
was reportedly bothering people.
Individual was located and was
escorted from campus and ad-:vis- ed
not to return.
Sept. 12, 9:33am Fire alarm
at Peirce Hall due to an activated
smoke detector. Detector was ac
and expulsion. No decisions were
made about any of these issues;
they were merely raised for con-
sideration and evaluation.
Turner asked the first topic to
be student accessability to the Sen-
ate. Also important was the lack
of members for the various senate-appointe- d
boards, including the
Media Board and the Drug Alco-
hol Abuse Prevention Board. The
DAAPB, which was previously
headed by Professor of Political
Science Stephen Van Holde, now
on sabbatical, will probably be
headed by Substance Abuse Coun-
selor Tim Durham and Assistant
Director of Security and Safety
Bob Hooper.
In the coming week, new sug-
gestion boxes will be placed in the
library in order to foster better
communication and interaction
between this body and students.
The next Senate meeting will
be held September 30 at 4: 15 p.m.
in Ransom Hall.
life and property that a blocked
fire lane creates.
Special 15-min- ute permits to
load or unload a vehicle in a fire
lane will be granted to students
who inform the Security Office in
advance.
Werner noted that Kenyon se-
curity officers had already seen a
steep decline in fire lane viola-
tions since the increase of the fine.
"Our goal is not to write tickets.
We just want compliance with the
rule," he said.
tivated by a spill in the bakery.
Sept. 13, 8:55am Vandalism
to the kitchen area in McBride
Residence reported.
Sept 14, 1:06am Fire alarm
at Mather Residence due to a
pulled pull station. No smoke or
fire was found.
Sept. 15, 9:14am Bicycle re-
ported stolen sometime on Sat-
urday, September 12, from out-
side McBride Residence. Bicycle
was not locked.
Sept. 15, 12:11pm Medical
call regarding an ill employee at
Gund Commons. Emergency
squad was contacted, but the ill
employee refused transport to the
hospital.
Sept. 15, 2:35pm Bicycle re-
ported stolen sometime on Sat-
urday, September 12, from out-
side McBride Residence. Bicycle
was locked to itself.
Sept. 15, 6:00pm Bicycle re-
ported stolen sometime on Sun-
day, September 13, from outside;
Mather Residence. Bicycle was
not locked.
Source: Security and Safety Office
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This view from Chase Avenue of the proposed Finance building was presented at yesterday's open house.
Open house: Kenyon divided
'The purpose of the meeting was to get input, feedback, ideas, and
this was a nice way of doing it. I got a lot of good ideas today, and I
was satisfied with the outcome. I always feel badly with the format,
but I think the majority of the people, it seemed to me, were happy
VY1L11 11.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
would share its feelings.
"Apparently they didn't have
that in mind. When those of us
who were very concerned about
this in the community and faculty
approached Joe Nelson and Ron
Sharp about it, they were not in-
clined to turn it into an open fo-
rum. So we felt it was a missed
opportunity," said DePascuale.
The outdoors contingent dis-
cussed possible alternatives to the
building proposal and the most ef-
fective means by which to deliver
those ideas to the administration.
The reason for dissension varied
from person to person; while
Kluge expressed reservations to-
wards any construction until
Kenyon could purchase more land,
many simply suggested that the
college ought to restrict the area
in question to residence halls
Vice President for
rather than placing office space in
the midst of the north end's many
dormitories.
"It seems silly to have a satel-
lite administrative office in a resi-
dential area," said Audra Ransburg
'01, one of the open forum's more
outspoken members.
Despite the division of the
crowd, Nelson remained optimis-
tic about the open house overall.
"The purpose of the meeting was
to get input, feedback, ideas, and
this was a nice way of doing it. I
got a lot of good ideas today, and I
was satisfied with the outcome.
"I always feel badly when
someone is disappointed with the
format, but I think the majority of
the people, it seemed to me, were
happy with it," he said.
Nelson assured the open house's
attendees that the plan was by no
means set in stone, and suggested that
MONDAY thru SATURDAY
6 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAY 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
$3 DELIVERY CHARGE TO
KENYON
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Finance Joseph Nelsonf
members of the community let their
voices be heard. 'Tve tried to person-
ally talk to as many people as I can; I
know my colleagues are talking to as
many people as they can. I guess
what's disappointing is there seems to
be on the part of very, very few some
fundamental element of distrust in all
this, on the timing and the disclosure
"I've even mused to a few
folks, how is it I can share an idea
with you without sharing an idea
with you? How can I begin unless
I begin?"
DePascuale, though, put the
administration at fault for leaving
much of the dissenting portion of
the community feeling mute on the
subject. "I don't think that the ad-
ministration is doing everything
they could to make us feel as
though we are being heard.
"The students are speaking
about having a town meeting that
they would initiate and orches-
trate to express their views about
this proposal. I suppose if they're
motivated to do that it's because
they don't feel empowered either
about the way the administration
is handling the issue."
Be the first to
know about drugs
on campus.
Write for the
Collegian News
section.
BEST HOTELS & LOWEST PRICES
for SPRING BREAK BEACH d.Jlin.lionj
Call NOW for room availability.
INTER-CAMPU- S PROGRAMS
1-800-32-
7-6013
http:www.icpt.com
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Years ago in The Collegian...
10 years ago, April 28, 1998 President Philip Jordan announced
Kenyon's newest endowed professorship, the John Crowe Ransom
Professorship in English. The professorship was made possible by a
$1 million gift from an anonymous donor and would recognize Ran-
som for his contributions to Kenyon as a professor, poet and founder
and editor of the Kenyon Review. The first professor to occupy this
professorship in 1988 was English professor and Kenyon Review
Editor Galbraith M. Crump.
20 years ago, April 23, 1978 The Kenyon Equestrian Club hosted
its first Intercollegiate Horseshow. Seven schools, including Miami,
Kenyon, Western Kenturkv. University of Kentnrkv Mi
Tennessee State, and University of
50 years ago, April 30, 1948 Kenyon's many military veterans
were pleased to receive ten extra dollars in their GI checks, thanks to
a recently passed government legislation.
85 years ago, April 21, 1913
1U Decame the first American student ever elected to the Oxford
Union, which was respected throughout England as training grounds
for Parliament. Bland began attending Oxford University through a
Rhodes scholarship which he earned while attending Kenyon.
s
)
friends don't
HAVE YOU WALKED DOWN
MIDDLE PATH TODAY?
If you're a student or faculty member, you probably
have. But if you're a parent, an alum, or simply a friend
of Kenyon, you probably haven't. The Collegian can
take you down Middle Path and to every other place
on campus with our extensive news, sports, features,
and arts & entertainment coverage. But Just watch out
for all of that snow.
TEfyz enpon
Tennesse, participated.
Kenyon graduate William Bland
Matthew Marino
Killed by a drunk driver
on September 29, 1992
on Roundtree Lane
in Melville, New York.
1st friends drive drunk
Collegian
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Council off to an efficient' start
BY HILARY LOWBRIDGE
Staff Reporter
The Kenyon College Student
Council has met twice this semes-
ter and has already held elections
for class committees, appointed
members from the student body to
standing committees, and begun
discussing its goals and expecta-
tions for the year, which include
bringing a student center to
Kenyon.
According to Vice President
for Student Life Laura Maestas '01 ,
the council efficiency is in part due
to the reforms instituted last year
which moved the elections of the
class presidents and representatives
from the fall to the spring. "It has
been really nice having essentially
all of the council formed, because
we have been able to get things
started much earlier," said Maestas.
Student Council election results
Senior Class Committee Junior Class Committee Sophomore Class Committee
Christine Breiner Noelle Aiello Megan Anderegg
Cindy Costello Paul Bienstock Bill Bielefeld
Becky Hoyt Andre Blejwas Devon deMayo
Hilary Lowbridge Erika Feldman Samara Estroff
Chonda Mitchell Renee Peltz Bridget McVie
Jesse Savage Ben Keene Levin O'Connor
Jenn Stephens Carolyn Pellecchia Leah Sokolofski
Katie Varda Ericka Prahl Niki Watson
David Shearer
Zachary Turner
Names of appointees for the Committee of Student Life, the Academic Affairs Committee, the Security
and Safety Committee and the Security and Safety Committee were not available at press time
Md. teens
(The Washington Post) Five
teen-ager- s, including two members
of the Laurel, Md., highschool foot-
ball team, have been charged with
first-degr- ee murderafter they alleg-
edly chased down an immigrant
dishwasher and kickedhim to death
during an apparent robbery, accord-
ing to chargingdocuments filed in
District Court in Prince George's
County.
At least three of the five teen-
agers none of whom has
anyprevious criminal convictions
repeatedly stamped the
victim, identified as Gilberto
Hernandez, 35, while the others
stood by andegged them on near
the Laurel Centre Mall, accord-
ing to lawenforcement sources.
The sources said the suspects,
ages 15 to 1 8,apparently did not
use weapons or their fists, but
kicked Hernandezso brutally that
he suffered fatal head and neck
injuries. A source familiar with
the investigation said that as a
resultof the beating, Hernandez's
head swelled "as big as
abasketball." The source de-
scribed the attacks as "justmean-spirite- d
and vicious."
Laurel police, who mailed out
a news release about the
incident,did not return phone calls
One of the things on which
Student Council will begin work-
ing is researching the possibility
of a student center at Kenyon. This
is what Student Council President
Kevin Pepper '99 hopes to focus
on this semester. Pepper believes
that by surveying the student body
for ideas, concerns, and opinions,
as well as comparing what other
schools similar to Kenyon have in
terms of a student center, the Stu-
dent Council can give the admin-
istration an idea of what the stu-
dents want and need. "This is my
main goal for the year," said Pep-
per.
Last week Student Council
held elections for the class com-
mittees of the Sophomore, Junior,
and Senior classes. The Junior
Class Senate Representative was
also elected because no one ran for
the position during the original
beat, kill immigrant
Wednesday. Charging documents
show Hernandez was fatally beaten
Sept. 4 near the apartment
complexwhere he lived and in the
same neighborhood where the
suspectslive. Hernandez died four
days later, and the youths were
arrestedSept. 10 and have been
jailed since.
The incident has devastated
friends and relatives of
Hernandez.They described him as
a man who regularly sent money to
his familyin El Salvador and
dreamed of saving enough to buy a
home or bringhis wife and children
to the United States.
"He was a great guy. He
didn't smoke. He didn't drink.
Hedidn't go out at nights. All he
wanted to do was work and try to
gofor his goal," said Bias Flores,
who supervised Hernandez
fornearly a year at the Don Pablo's
restaurant in Laurel. "It'sreally sad.
You come to this country, try to
do something, workhard, and for
this to happen just because some-
body tried to getmoney the easy
way, it's terrible."
The Laurel police news re-
lease identified the suspects
asAnthony Steven Barclay, 16,;
Gerald Douglas Culbreath, 15;
KellyDay Martin, 18; Cochise
election last spring.
Maestas was pleased with
how the elections went, but did
find one flaw in the VAX poll used
for class committee elections. Stu-
dents taking the poll were forced
to vote for at least seven candidates
if they voted at all, because they
were only able to abstain one time.
"Many students approached me
about this," said Maestas. "I think
it is a very valid concern, one that
will be rectified in subsequent
elections by having eight 'abstain'
votes possible."
Student Council also ap-
pointed members to four stand-
ing committees from letters of
intent submitted by the student
body at large: the Committee for
Student Life, the Academic Af-
fairs Committee, the Security
and Safety Committee,, and the
Social Board.
Iruan Queen, 17; and Shareef
Anwar Sinkler,17.
Court records show that a
$100,000 bond was set for
Culbreathand that a $ 1 0,000 bond
was set for Sinkler. Barclay, Mar-
tin andQueen are being held with-
out bond. Wednesday night,
stunned relatives, teachers and stu-
dents atLaurel High School de-
scribed the suspects as regular
teenagers whowent to practice, did
their chores and held part-tim- e
jobs. According to charging docu-
ments, the . teen-age- rs
confrontedHernandez as he was
returning home after work, walk-
ing with twoother men. At least
two of the teen-age- rs produced
knives,according to the arrest pa-
pers, and demanded money from
the men.
But Hernandez and his
friends tried to flee the
robbers,splitting up and running
in different directions, the
sources said. The teen-age- rs pur-
sued Hernandez, forced him to
the ground andbegan kicking
him, according to court papers.
Hernandez was taken first to
Laurel Regional Hospital and
laterflown to Washington Hospi-
tal Center, where he died Sept.
8.
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GOP calls for release of tape
WASHINGTON (AP) The
White House braced itself Tues-
day for the release of damaging
new evidence as Republicans in
the House of Representatives
pushed to make public a videotape
of President Bill Clinton's grand
jury testimony, said to show a ch ief
executive uncomfortably answer-
ing pointed questions.
Lawyers familiar with the testi-
mony, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the videotape shows
the president at times angry with
graphic questioning from lawyers
in independent counsel Kenneth
Starr's office. At one point, these
sources said, Clinton accused pros-
ecutors ofcriminalizing hispri vate
life.
A few times, Clinton appears
caught off guard by questions and
struggles uncomfortably to answer,
the lawyers said. And many times
when pressed to give more details,
Clinton refers back to the legalistic
statement his lawyers prepared to
answer questions about the sexual
nature of his relationship with
Monica Lewinsky.
Laboring to make public as
much of Starr's evidence as pos-
sible, House Republicans want the
videotape released possibly as early
as this week. Democrats are ob-
jecting, saying Clinton is being
treated unfairly because no other
witness' testimony was taped.
The videotape would likely
be played and replayed by stations
around the country if released.
Clinton'sdefenders fretted that the
images of the president, sometimes
angry and defiant and at other times
splitting legal hairs, would be at
odds with his attempts in recent
days to express contridon and sor-
row over his relationship with Ms.
Lewinsky.
The behind-the-scen- es struggle
between the two parties over the
videotape came as Republican lead-
ers brushed aside Democratic talk
of mere censure of the president.
Censure is "not an option that
holds a lot of attraction," House
Majority Leader Dick Armey told
reporters, saying he had talked to
rank-and-fi- le Republican House
members about the issue. "We be-
lieve diat committing perjury and
obstruction of justice, these are
feats of enormous consequence."
Across the Capitol, Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott told
reporters it was "inappropriate at
this time to be talking about what
might happen" to Clinton.
Neither Lott nor Armey closed
the door on the idea of a lesser
sanction than impeachment. Nor
did White I louse spokesman Mike
McCurry.
Asked about calls for Clinton to
reimburse some of die costs Starr has
incurred said to be some dollars 4.4
million investigating the Lewijisky
cover-upallegado- ns McCurry said,
"if there's a serious effort made in
Congress to do that, we'll consider it
when the lime comes."
The issue pervaded the closed-doo- r
Republican Senate caucus
during the day, as sources said I
senators had a discussion about the
importance ofavoiding the appear-
ance of prejudging the case.
At the same time, the White
House moved to prevent further
erosion inClinton'spolitical stand-
ing among Democrats. Chief of
staff Erskine Bowles and a pha-
lanx of aides journeyed to the
Capitol to join the weekly closed-do- or
Democratic Senate caucus for
a discussion of Starr's report, and
Liter met with top House Democrats.
Bowles later told reporters
Hide about what was said. But he
was emphatic when asked whether
any senator had called for Clinton
to leave office: "No."
Starr's report on the president
and his affair with Ms. Lewinsky,
a portion of which was made pub-
lic last week, cited what the
prosecutors said was evidence of
impeachable offenses in 11 in-
stances, including perjury and
obstruction of justice. The presi-
dent has apologized for his
behavior but has not admitted vio-
lating any law.
The steady criticism of
Clinton by congressional Demo-
crats continued during the day.
"Joe Q. Citizen can't apologize.
Joe Q. Citizen isn't censured.
Joe Q. Citizen is prosecuted,"
said Rep. James Traficant of
Ohio. "An America with two le-
gal standards is an America with
no legal standards."
Added Rep. Harold Ford of
Tennessee, "Now is the time for
the president to come clean and
allow diis matter to be resolved."
Stair's report read by 10
times as many people as
White House defense report
6 million read reports in first two days
WASHINGTON (AP) The
titillating descriptions of sexual
encounters between President
CI inton and Monica Lewinsky con-
tained in a special prosecutor's
report drew far more readers to the
Internet than tne legal defense is-
sued by the White House.
A market research company,
Relevant Knowledge, estimated
Monday that about 10 times as
many people downloaded the 445-pag- e
report by Independent
Counsel Kenneth Slut than the
73-pa- ge response die White 1 louse
issued before anyone there saw
Starr's tome.
The company, which tracks
Internet traffic, said more than 6
million people read either Starr's
report or die White House state-
ment during die first two days al ter
their release.
"The frenzy to see the Stan-repor- t
is like nothing we've ever
seen before," said Jeff Levy, chair
man of Relevant Knowledge.
The company estimated that
5.9 million people read Starr's re-
port on the Internet, compared with
606,000 people who read the White
louse defense of President Clinton.
Relevant Knowledge pro- -
NEWS
Behind the scenes, Demo-
cratic sources said the House
rank-and-fi- le was split over the
issue of the president. Most of
Clinton's strongest supporters in
his current crisis are the more lib-
eral lawmakers, members from
relatively safe congressional dis-
tricts and men and women who
have often felt betrayed by his cen-
trist "New Democrat" politics over
the past six years.
But Clinton's customary po-
litical allies, moderate Democrats,
as well as those in political swing
districts, are less eager to defend
him at all costs and more comfort-
able with some sort of sanction.
Democratic leader Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, in a state-
ment issued Tuesday, criticized
Clinton for relying on "the fine
distinctions of a legal argument"
in his defense but took no position
on whether the president should be
punished in any way.
Behind the closed doors of die
House Judiciary Committee, Re-
publicans and Democrats struggled
to establish mutually acceptable
guidelines on releasing more of
Starr's information.
One Democratic staff source,
speaking on condition of anonym-
ity, said the two parties had
informally agreed to withhold ad-
ditional sexually explicit material,
information on Secret Service op-
erations, material that would
jeopardize criminal investigations
and information that would harm
innocent parties.
jected its figures by watching about
8,000 randomly selected Internet
users whom it considers represen-
tative of U.S. citizens 13 and over
online. The company collects in-
formauon about what Web sites
those people visit to make its larger
estimates.
The company didn't track vis-
its by people to the White House
Web site - where Clinton's legal
defense was originally posted - but
it counted how many Umes the
White House document was read
at other sites, such as those run by
news organizations.
At news sites where both the
Starr report and the White House
response were available side by
side, for example, the company
estimated 3.6 million people read
die full report and 440,000 read
Clinton's defense.
The I louse Judiciary Commit-
tee on Monday didn't have figures
for die number of downloads since
Friday, but said at its peak it expe-
rienced 347,000 attempts per
minute to read the Starr report.
The vast majority of diose
were unsuccessful, as people
quickly overwhelmed government
computers containing the report.
Plunge in Brazilian stock
market rocks
SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP)
Brazilian stock markets last
Thursday posted their biggest
losses in eight years, dragging
share prices across Latin America
down with them.
Worries about heavy capital
outflows, fears of a currency de-
valuation, news of a large
deterioration in die public deficit
and the sharp falls in U.S. shares,
rocked the Sao Paulo Stock
Exchange's Bovespa Index,
which ended the day down 15.8
percent.
Because of the market's
plunge, the so-call- ed circuit
breaker, which halts trading dur-
ing dramatic market drops, was
activated twice once to when
share prices plummeted 10 per
cent in the first 67 minutes of
trading and again in die late after-
noon, when they dropped 15
percent.
Blue chips look a heavy beat
ing in what one trader termed as
'panic selling." The bellwether
stock Telebras, for example, lost
nearly 18 percent.
"Foreign investors' orders are
exclusively to sell," said Fabio
Lara, director at Schaliin Cury, a
Sao Paulo brokerage firm.
On Tuesday, the government
announced it would cut 1998
spending by 4 billion reals, or dlrs
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Yeltsin will meet with
leaders of Ukraine, Japan
MOSCOW (AP) President
Boris Yeltsin intends to go ahead
widi meetings diis week widi
Ukraine's president and the
former prime minister of Japan,
die ITAR-Tas- s news agency re-
ported Monday.
Several high-lev- el meetings
widi foreign diplomats have been
canceled because of die chances
in Russia's government. Prime
Minister Yevgeny Primakov was
appointed last week and is sdll
assembling a Cabinet.
However, die Kremlin press
3fnteres:teti tn
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Latin America
3.4 billion, about 4 percent of the
budget. It also unveiled targets
for lower deficits in coming years.
The measures were supposed
to reassure investors that Brazil's
economy was solid. But an out-
flow of foreign currency has
continued. Brazil's currency re-
serves stand at dollars 55 billion,
down from more than dollars 70
billion in July.
Addressing fears of a cur-
rency devaluation, Finance
Minister Pedro Malan reiterated,
in an interview with a local radio
station, that die government will
not change its exchange policy.
CBN Radio said black mar-
ket exchange houses were paying
1.31 reals per dollar and selling
the U.S. currency at 1.45, well
above die official rates of 1.17 to
1.18 reals per dollar.
Malan warned diat "people
belling on Uiis possibility (devalu-alio- n)
are going to lose money."
"The Brazilian government
will adopt the necessary measures
to preserve die real, the stabiliza-
tion program and die purchasing
power of die real," Malan said.
"Therefore, this panic which is
taking hold of some here makes
no sense."
Share prices elsewhere in
Latin America followed Brazil's
example.
service said Yeltsin would still
meet with former Japanese pre
mier Ryularo Hashimoto on
Thursday and with Ukrainian
President Leonid Kuchma on Fri-
day and Saturday, LTAR-Ta- s said.
The meeting with Kuchma
had been scheduled in the eastern
Ukrainian city of Kharkiv, but
was moved to Moscow.
Hashimoto, who resigned as
premier in July, is serving as spe
cial advisor of foreign affairs to
his successor, Prime Minister
Keizo Obuchi.
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Lecture:
"Reconstructing
America"
TONIGHT - 7P.M. HIGLEY AUDITORIUM
At kenyon
EVENTS
Tonight Lecture: "Reconstructing America: The Symbol of America in Modern
Thought," by James Ceaser '67, professor of government and foreign affairs, Uni-
versity of Virginia. 7 p.m. Higley Aud.
Friday KCES Children's Series: Low impact camping with Boy Scout Troop 339
for children in grades four to eight. Preregistration required. 6:30 p.m. KCES
Saturday Symposium: On Scholarship and teaching (for faculty only). 8:30 a.m. TBA
Saturday KCES Community Series: Workshop on lower and vegetable dying, with
instructor Debbi Yorde. (Preregistration required). 10 a.m. KCES
Sunday Workshop: "I Want to be an Extern!" sponsored by the CDC. 7 p.m.
Ascension 220
Sunday NOTE: "An Evening with Gregory Hines," scheduled for 7 p.m. has been
cancelled due to an accident.
Monday Jewish service. 7 p.m. Weaver Cottage.
Monday Off-camp- us study presentation. 8 p.m. SMC
Tuesday Jewish service. 9 a.m. Weaver Cottage
Wednesday Hip Hop Education. 10 p.m. Olin Aud.
FILMS
Friday Ferris Bueller's Day Off 8 p.m. Ransom Lawn
Saturday The Treausre of the Sierra Madre 8 p.m. Higley Aud.
Wednesday Do the Right Thing 10: 15 p.m. Higley Aud.
Sept. 26 To Sleep with Anger 8 p.m. Higley Aud.
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INTERESTED IN A SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE COLLEGIAN?
Contact the staff through e-m- ail at
collegiankenyon.edu
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DIVERSIONS
a weekly listing of local and regional events
Sept. 17 - Sept. 23
Off the Hill
EVENTS
One week ofsummer remains, check out these local amusement parks before it's too
late:
Cedar Point, Sandusky, OH. Selected dates and hours through Oct. 1 1 . Thrill rides
include the Mag num and Raptor, water park and more. For more information call 419-627-235- 0.
King's Island, Cincinnati, OH. Weekends only through Oct. More adventure rides
than you can shake a stick at including The Outer Limits and Waterworks water park.
1-- 71 at King's Island Drive, Cincinnati.
Sea World,, Cleveland OH. Weekends only through Oct. Activities include Shamu
Adventure, Ski Spectacular and Dolphin Cove. For more information call
FILMS
The following movies are playing at Colonial Cinemas in Mount Vernon. Call 393-354- 2
for more information.
THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY After an embarassing turn of events be-
fore his high school prom, a man goes on the quest to find his true love.
SAVING PRIVATE RYAN Steven Speilberg's blockbuster hit about WWII experi-
ences.
MADELINE French girls and their experiences in Catholic School.
The following movies are opening elsewhere:
Opening Tomorrow:
ESMERELDA A Spanish woman is charged with bigamy just as she is about to
marry her sixth husband.
MONUMENT AVE. (Dennis Leary) Contemporary drama which focuses on Irish-Americ- an
gangs in the suburbs of Boston.
ONE TRUE THING (Meryl Streep) A woman returns home to care for her cancer
striken mother.
PERMANENT THOUGHT (Elizabeth Hurley, Ben Stiller) Based on the autobi-
ography of Jerry Stahl's career as a sitcom writer which was destroyed by his addiction
to heroin.
RUSH HOUR (Jackie Chan) A Los Angeles detective must stop a special operative
from joining an investigation surrounding the kidnapping of the Chinese ambassador's
daughter.
SOLDIER'S DAUGHTER NEVER CRIES (Kris Kristofferson, Barbara Hershey)
A novelist recounts his memories of killing a Japanese soldier and then discovering in
the man's wallet pictures of his wife and children.
Opening September 25:
PECKER Residents in Baltimore are bothered when a photographer uses them as the
focus of his work.
RONIN (Robert DeNiro, Jean Reno) A team of international intelligence agents
carry out a dangerous mission.
SHADRACH (Harvey Keitel, Andie MacDowell)) A white man must overcome his
racism in order to grant the wish of a former slave who requests to be buried on the
man's land.
FOR SHOWTIMES AND THEATER INFORMATION CALL:
AMC Theatres Lenox, Eastland, Westerville and Dublin. 614-860-82- 62
Georgesville Square 16. 614-853-085- 0.
Movie dates and descriptions courtesy of Entertainment Columbus.
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The water-bottl-e incident
A distasteful incident at a soccer game shows how far
some fans will go for their team, and the immaturity of
some ofour classmates.
"Hey guys, let's go steal the other team's water-bottl- es and
pee in them!" Sometime last Saturday, a sentence similar to this
one was actually uttered by Kenyon students at a men's soccer
game against Rio Grande. Suprisingly, the prospective urinators
actually went ahead with this tactful plan to promote team spirit.
We will ask you again, as we did last week, where is this school
going?
While this incident leaves us questioning the integrity of some
unknown members of the student body, the real question is this:
Would Kenyon have won the game if the Rio Grande players had
succumbed to what might be called the "Kenyon Cocktail?" We at
the Collegian are doubtful.
One Collegian staffer, a Molecular Biology major well- -
versed on the subject, commented, "There are a lot of microbes in
it, but nothing your body shouldn't already have."
We also wonder what the Rio Grande players were thinking of
our college as they left Kenyon, having emerged victorious from
a grueling match with Kenyon's formidable soccer team as well as
from a situation that would have, well, really only tasted bad.
Disgust and anger are thoughts that come to mind.
Our men's soccer team is one of the best in Division III. They
will continue to win without the aid of devious tactics on the part
of our fans, including taunting opposing players as well as fans
and, recently, sly transmission of bodily fluids. I Iowe ver, the pride
of those victories is diminished when the sophomoric antics of the
spectators is the lasting impression of the contest. Our college will
be known not for our athletics or our scholarship but for our pee.
Furthermore, Kenyon students owe it to their hard-worki- ng teams
to provide enthusiastic and positive support which does not result
in embarassment for the teams, other students and the college as a
whole.
We come here not only to be educated, but also to learn how
to show respect and courtesy to one another and even towards
rivals. Though some of us might have been on the dean's list that
day, it is certainly time to learn.
W
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gainbier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gainbier, OH 43022
E-m-
ail address: collegiankenyon.edu
WWW address: http:www.kenyon.edupubscollegian
Phone numbers: (614) 427-533- 8, 5339
The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on tlu's page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to (lie editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions tlirough a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters subnulled for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters mast be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters mast
also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints as many letters as possibleeach weeksubject tospace, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The
Collegian also will consider publishing letters wlu'ch run considerably beyond 200
words. If such a letter meets die above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the letter will be published as a guest column.
The Ke nyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during exanunalion and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect die views of Kenyon College.
Robert Corpuz
Our President and our media
BY GRANT SCHULERT
Opinion Page Coordinator
The last nine months have re-
minded me why I hate the media.
It's been an eventful year for news
so far. The prospect of nuclear war
is larger than it has been in 30
years. The AIDS weapons which
led the media to declare the war
almost oyer have begun to fail,
while the global death toll soars
into the tens of millions. Repres-
sive regimes in Nigeria and
Indonesia began to show cracks,
brought about by brave men and
women who fought injustice.
Might you have missed these sto-
ries? It could be because the news
media has fixated on a man, a
woman and everyone's favorite
three letter word, sex.
The character of the most pow-
erful man in the world is definitely
of importance. I consider adultery
to be immoral and wrong. As a
citizen, I wouldn't (and didn't) vote
for him in part because I don't
respect him. Now, Ken Starr and
$40 million of ourmoney has given
us the first Congressionally sanc-
tioned porn novel and proof that
our President had an affair. But
honestly, everyone knew he had
been unfaithful, and the nation said,
"Okay, great, you can be Presi-
dent. You're better than a
conservative and a little guy with
big ears."
The surprising thing though is
The Monica scandal, however, has been
largely fueled by an aggressive media. Persis-
tent page one stories and top of the hour
broadcasts that have kept the brief spotlight of
American attention focused.
not that this happened but that the
media has pursued this issue. The
fact is that more than halfofAmeri-
can media is controlled by 10
corporations, often ones who have
a vested interest in government
deregulation, weak environmental
laws and the exploitation of the
third world. The media has tradi-
tionally protected the government
by ignoring issues that could be-
come scandals, from the American
conquest of the Philippenes at the
turn of the century to Reagan's
wars in Central America to Ameri-
can support of repressive
governments.
This self-censorsh- ip also in-
cludes the personal behavior of
Presidents. It is well documented
that reporters knew about the sexual
transgressions ofJohn F. Kennedy,
but choose to ignore them out of
respect for the man and the office.
In the 1992 election, the media
failed to report George Bush's
widespread gift of ambassador-
ships to campaign contributors, or
Clinton's tacit approval of the
CIA's use of an Arkansas airstrip
for arms and drug shipments dur
ing the 1980's.
The Monica scandal, however,
has been largely fueled by an ag-
gressive media. It was a team from
Newsweek that initially brought
these allegations to the public, and
persistent page one stories and top
of the hour broadcasts that have
kept the brief spotlight of Ameri-
can attention focused. In contrast,
does anyone know what's happen-
ing with our War of Terrorism? Or
the fragile truce in Bosnia? Or the
transition of power in Nigeria?
This begs the question of why
we have so much Monica news. Is
it a conspiracy by those who would
like to see a weakened Democratic
party in Uiis fall's (not to mention
the 2000) elections? Or is it that
we, despite all the polls that say we
don't care, secretly enjoy being
able to skip Melrose Place and just
watch CNN?
The role of the media is to
report the truth, and be the advo-
cates of the public. Their job is not
to blindly attack the character of a
public servant, but to try to make
America a better place. Instead,
they have made our nation a joke.
HAVE AN OPINION? SPEAK OUT
We invite anyone with a view on a campus or community issue to
submit it to the Opinion Page. E-m- ail a letter to the editor to
username COLLEGIAN. Or contact any staff member.
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Black market kidneys and
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Staff Colunist
I traveled to New Orleans this
summer and entered a bar in a
seedy neighborhood. I was already
inebriated when an attractive young
woman approached me. In retro-
spect, I know I should have realized
that something was wrong when
she started staring intenUy at my
lower back, but by the time I deter-
mined that I had been drugged it
was too late.
I awoke in a bathtub filled
with ice water, and sheepishly re-
alized that the woman and her
accomplices had anesthetized me
and stolen one of my kidneys. I
was quite angry at first, but was
comforted by die thought that my
kidney would fetch a high price on
the black market and would prob-
ably save the life of some corrupt
millionaire.
Many of you may doubt die
authenticity of my story. I con-
gratulate you. There is no black
market in human organs; indeed,
such a black market is impossible
because of die complexity of die
organ donation process and be-
cause of the size of the conspiracy
These logical inconsistencies haven't stopped
people from receiving the story from an
anonymous source on the internet, clutching
their lower backs in vicarious agony and hur-
riedly e-mai- ling the story to their friends with
subject lines like "GOD HELP US ALL!"
that would have to be involved.
These logical inconsistencies
haven't stopped thousands of
people from receiving the kidney
story from an anonymous source
on die internet, clutching Uieir
lower backs in vicarious agony
and hurriedly e-mai- ling die story
to dieir friends with subject lines
like "GOD HELP US ALL!" The
story is now Uioroughly entrenched
in the popular imagination. Sev-
eral of my acquaintances in high
school and college were tremen-
dously disturbed by this story. I
have spoken to more than one per-
son (including one at Kenyon) who
claimed diat he or she knew some-
one who had lost an organ in this
fashion. I find diis bodi incompre-
hensible and extremely frustrating.
In recent years, various orga-
nizations have encountered die
to protect my friends anonymity)",
I said, "she's a beautiful car isn't
she?"
"Yeah, Rabbis are great cars."
"No," I said, "it's a Rabbit."
"no, your definitely driving a
Rabbi," George said.
In utter curiosity, I walked to
die back of my car and, as my heart
sank, I saw diat someone had turned
my "Rabbit GTI" into a "Rabbi".
After two days of mourning, I've
come to a content peace about my
car which one of you most likely
vandalized in a drunken stupor.
So, when you see me driving
around campus, know that a good
Jewish boy is driving a "Rabbi".
Zack P. Florin '99
same bizarre disregard for reason
in their struggle to quell rumors
dial range in plausibility from un-
likely to preposterous:
-- The kidney story outlined
above generated so many inquiries
to various organizations in New
Orleans that die New Orleans po-
lice department was forced to set
up a web page and a hotline to deny
die rumdr.
-- In July 1998 Ben and Jerry's
denied rumors diat it would name
an ice cream flavor after Mumia
Abu-Jama- l, convicted cop killer
and political cause celebre.
-- On August 6, 1998 congres-
sional lawmakers held a press
conference to deny an internet ru-
mor dial Congress would decide in
the year 2007 whether or not to
take the vote away from blacks.
Black lawmakers had received
Do you remember the days
when Kenyon was a place of secu-
rity and respect? Unfortunately,
my faith in the Kenyon commu-
nity was shattered by a rock thrown
through my rear windshield on
Saturday night. Never could I have
envisioned such irresponsible and
disrespectful behavior by fellow
Kenyon students. Yet, as I con-
sider this petty act of vandalism
and the flagrant disregard for per-
sonal property it represents, I can' t
help but wonder, where has Kenyon
gone?
Amber Dawn Howard '99
Students upset by vandalism
Senior year brings many joys
and hardships. Over the past three
weeks I've thoroughly enjoyed
driving onrkhe. rural Ohio roads
lined with corn. The fast accelera-Uo- n
and dght handling of my 1983
Volkswagen Rabbit GTI are truly
inspiring to any amateur roadster.
Shortly after I stepped out of
my driving machine, shining bright
red in the September sun this past
weekend, I realized that my fac-
tory original "GTI" logo was
missing from the front grill. My
eyes became teary as I chalked up
the damage to old age. I returned to
campus to give my weary wheels a
rest. As I stepped out of my auto-
mobile I saw a friend crossing die
street.
"Hey George (ofcourse I need
can't sceep,
vuat Neeo is
some uARm milk.
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other urban myths
hundreds of calls from people who
had received emails on the subject.
--And a little closer to home,
last spring, Kenyon s Director of
Food Services John Darmstadt sent
out an "allstu" denying a rumor
diat ARA sprayed its salads with a
mysterious substance intended to
fatten up anorexics. Darmstadt
felt compelled to send die email
after an angry parent (who had
heard the story from her daughter,
who had heard it from odier stu-
dents) complained to him about
die alleged praedce.
Why are diese ridiculous sto-
ries believed so wholeheartedly?
The fact that die stories are all
interesting or frightening in some
way certainly helps. They all in-
volve arecognized and established
organization in one way or an-odi- er,
which serves as a base on
which to anchor die readers' trust.
Dressing up die legend as a com-
munication from an organization
is anodier way to give it credibil-
ity.
Urban legends spread because
many Americans are shockingly
ignorant ofjust aboutevery area of
knowledge, especially science.
Polls indicate diat significant per
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centages of Americans cannot find
die United States on a map, aren't
aware diat the Holocaust occurred
during World War Two and don't
know that it takes die sun one year
to go around the earth.
Factual knowledge is only part
of the picture; it seems diat dis-
cern ing fact from ficdon is a learned
skill diat many college students
(who presumably have a great deal
of factual knowledge) haven't
mastered yet. Many of us are taken
in by blatantly manipulative and
fraudulent credit card advertise-
ments and believe that aliens visit
eardi.
However, it would be a mis-
take to discount every lurid tale as
an urban legend. This century was
rife with true events almost too
horrible to be believed. Horrors
such as die Holocaust demonstrate
die importance of developing die
skill of discerning fact from fic-
tion, for it is a skill diat can save
lives. Sorting out nonsense from
trudi (at least in die examples cited
in diis ardcle) requires just consid-
ering the source of die information
and take a moment to consider
what evidence supports it.
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Environmental Science major a possibility
Review Board discusses the viability of environmental studies as an addition to curriculum
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior Staff Writer
Looming environmental di-
saster, the problem that just won't
go away, has become an issue de-
manding global attention. Perhaps
as a reflection of this, there has
been an increasing interest in En-
vironmental Studies. This surge
has induced the members of
Kenyon's interdisciplinary pro-
gram to take the first steps toward
creating a major in Environmen-
tal Studies.
"I think offering a major like
that is critical," said Assistant Pro-
fessor of Biology Siobhan
Fennessy. "In the 1970s there was
a whole wave of people who went
through environmental studies.
There's another new wave coming,
and I think that it will be more sus-
tained, because the technology, the
methods we can employ are so
much more sophisticated."
Within the next few weeks,
Professor of Biology Raymond
Heithaus hopes to complete a pro-
posal for submission to the Cur-
riculum Policy Committee. The
Committee will gather information
on the proposal and review it, fi-
nally making a recommendation to
the faculty where it will be ac-
cepted or rejected.
"Hopefully, it will go through
dent Andrew Bobick '00, was ex-
cited to learn of the proposal. "It
would be great if I could major in
it. It would just open up so much.
I'd be psyched. We live in a pretty
pristine area. I think we should
definitely be using
va I ' ;
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'99, Caitlin Baczuk '99 and Akilah
MES pushes for increased Awareness
BY KATIE SUTTLE
StaffWriter
"MES with us." That is the
slogan of Multicultural Events and
Services for this new academic
year. It is their job to expand
Kenyon's multicultural awareness.
Raising awareness of differ-
ent cultures on Kenyon's campus
this year continues to be the job of
MES. The department formerly
known as Ethnic Events and Ser-
vices is now headed by newly-appointe- d
Coordinator of MES
Gabrielle I Iilson. 1 Iilson intends to
expand from ethnic events to
multicultural events this year.
"EES seemed to be kind of
limiting and didn't reasonably take
into account anything but
ethnicity," said Hilson. "We are
trying to encompass everyone's
different backgrounds through the
Random M
How do you feel
President Clinton
Photos by Sara Shea
by spring semester," said Heithaus,
chair of the curricular review.
Rosemary Marusak, assistant
professor of chemistry, said, "The
Curricular Review is a reassess-
ment. We are taking a very close
look at what our re
sources are and
where they are go-
ing. Thai's an im-
pact."
"I don't see any
opposition to the SA
concept," said
Heithaus. "I see re-
source rrproblems."
The probable need
for at least one new
position is contribut-
ing to these resource
difficulties. Brian Kirkvold
Heithaus said, discuss reefs.
"We have a few op
tions. The first is to cobble this to-
gether as best we can. The second
is to hope like mad that in the mil-
lion dollar Capital Campaign there
might be an endowed chair. Or we
can throw our hat in the rain and
hope there's money in the regular
budget."
Despite the obstacles, making
Environmental Studies a major is
part of a logical progression for
most people involved. "Environ-
mental studies is a natural major for
a liberal arts institution. It crosses
&
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said Heithaus.
Professor of Economics
David Harrington shares the di-
rectorship of Environmental
Studies with Heithaus. "One of
the reasons for proposing a ma-
jor in environmental studies is
that there are already a large
number of synoptic majors in
this area and a well thought out
major would provide more
structure for these students,"
said Harrington.
Environmental Studies stu
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and the Multicultural Council.
"The goal of the department
of Multicultural Affairs this year
is to strategically place itself in the
main vein of Kenyon college and
the greater Knox County commu-
nity," said Assistant Dean of Stu-
dents and Director of the Depart
1
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iClare Tessman '01
.
Eddie Eckart
Ronnyn Sanai 02, AndreBIejwas '00, Richard Dickinson III '02 and
Gabrielle Hilson hold "Pillow Talk."
office. I am currently talking to ad-
ministration about working with
students with disabilities because
that is part of multiculturalism."
The Office of Multicultural Af-
fairs will be working with under-represent- ed
groups on campus such as
Ilillel, Allied Sexual Orientations,
oments
about the
scandal?
V
more ways of knowing than any
other synoptic major offered here.
If the liberal arts is supposed to
help us understand the place of
people in the world what could be
a more important way to do that?"
Alyson Johnston '01
He is not going to remem-
bered fondly, but we'll
have pictures of Monica!
This entire episode reveals
our country's penchant for
voyeurism... I'm psyched.
the physical environ-
ment surrounding
Kenyon."
Along the same
lines, Fennessy said,
"The Kokosing Wa-
tershed is an amazing
opportunity to look
at a system that's still
relatively healthy,
despite the change
from more traditional
agrarian land use,
Kate Bennett
Coates '99 which may actually
not be that detrimen
tal, to suburban de-
velopment. We can ask why is it
still in such great shape? Why does
it have such high levels of
biodiversity? At the same tune, we
can watch and make sure that it
doesn't suffer as other rivers
have."
Another Environmental Stud-
ies student, Caitlin Baczuk 99, is
less enthusiastic about the poten-
tial for a major. "There are no en-
vironmental issues that are just
going to deal with hazardous
waste. Chemistry, it encompasses
ment of Multicultural Affairs
Jamele Adams.
Taking the work of the depart-
ment off campus as well on the air
is a joint effort between Adams
and WM VO station manager Ron
Staats. The two have started a
monthly talk show on AM 1300
about cultural awareness and sen-
sitivity. "We are challenging the
community to step outside its com-
fort zone," said Adams.
On campus, MES will work
with Late Night Programming to
help students arrive at alternative
activities on weekends between
the hours of 10p.m. to 2 a.m.
Hilson readily accepts input from
students about the department and
Late Night Programming sugges-
tions. "I want to know the student
population. I'm trying to get out
there and know everyone," said
I Iilson. "I want to be sure students
Jessica Bellian '01
As long as he is not mo-
lesting me, I don't care
what he does.
so many things, but I think you
need to pick an area to concentrate
on. I think majors would be
missing out, because they
wouldn't have a particular area of
expertise."
However, fellow students in
the program flatly contradicted
Baczuk. "Your area of expertise
would be environmental studies.
You'd be graduating with a lot
more knowledge of environmen-
tal studies than before. It in-
volves so much," said Bobick.
"Environmentalism by ne-
cessity is interdisciplinary," said
Melisa Holman '99. "For some-
one who wants to go into indus-
try or Environmental Law, or
work for the EPA, they need to
know the biology behind it, they
need to know the history, they
need to know the economics and
the politics. I knew why defores-
tation was bad from a biological
perspective; before I never
thought about families of loggers
or the economics. It just gives you
a whole new slew of ways to point
out that these things are bad."
"I hope they do make it a
major, even if it's not for some-
one like me," said Holman, "be-
cause so many people would ben-
efit from iL For me, the most re-
warding tiling has been to get that
interdisciplinary background."
know they can knock on my door
with ideas or just to say hi." Her
office is on the second floor of the
Student Affairs Center.
MES will continue sponsor-
ing "Talkin in the Hallways,"
which had been developed by
Adams and is now known as "Pil-
low Talk." For the program'T go
into the dorms and talk to the stu-
dents and get them to voice dif-
ferent issues of community," said
Hilson.
The department will be pub-
lishing its own newsletter for stu-
dents, sponsoring Culture On Line
which is daily culture facts emailed
to the entire student body and fac-
ulty and hopes to sponsor open gym
nights in Werthiemer Field I louse.
"I think EES was a great
foundation," said Hilson. "I'm
just here to use those tools and
build something with it."
f x.
Becca Gold '00
I'd have to agree with my
friend addict M... 'wub, wub.
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The Woodwind Ensemble is a
course offered by the music de-
partment. Students enrolled in
the ensemble receive a quarter
unit of credit and a grade. For the
past seven years, the ensemble
has been "coached" by Jane
Ellsworth, adjunct instructor of
music. The ensemble performs
chamber music, usually without
FEATURES Tiie Kenyon Collegian 9
Woodwind Ensemble adds new dimension
With oboes, clarinets and french horns, the music available on Kenyon 's campus continues to expand
BY JULIE LEMMER
Senior Staff Writer
It is pretty obvious to any-
one with an ear for music that
Kenyon harbors a wide variety
of musical talents. In addition to
many guitar bands, concert
bands, choirs and other singing
groups, a less publicized way
students are getting involved in
music is through the Woodwind
Ensemble.
Reasons for getting involved
vary. Oboist Gwynyth Scherpercl
'02 became involved with the
Woodwind Ensemble because, "in
order to continue playing music
suited to her instrument."
'Playing in a musical ensemble is rewarding for
everyone not only because of the joy one can
achieve out of playing, but also because of the joy
one can instill in an audience.'
Gwynyth Scherperel '02
a conductor.
There are five student en-
semble members this semester.
Members include: Scherperel,
oboist Miriam Gross '00, clarinet-
ist Suzanne Nienaber '00, bass
clarinetist Melissa Drain '01 and
French horn player Emily Martin
'00. Although the French horn is
"technically a brass instrument and
not a woodwind, composers fre-
quently use it in combination with
woodwinds because of its
blendable tone quality," said
Ellsworth.
The ensemble is open to any
student woodwind player. There
are no auditions and skills range
, tin intermediate to very ad-va- i.
aA. The time commitment is
a two-no- ur rehearsal per week and
a concert in November. Though die
music played is usually classical,
occasionally a "fun" song is
thrown in.
Past ensembles have played
popular late nineteenth-centur- y
tunes such as: 'That's A-Plent- y,"
"Gay 90s Medley," and "A Bi
cycle Built for Two." "I try to
pick music that is at a level that
will allow the students to really
learn to work together as a
group, but will also push them a
little in terms of developing their
own individual skills," said
Ellsworth.
The ensemble concert will
be performed in the Bemis Mu-
sic Listening Room on the sec-
ond lloor of Peirce Hall on No-
vember 18lh at 8 p.m. "Playing
in a musical ensemble is reward-
ing for everyone not only be-
cause of the joy one can achieve
out of playing, but also because
of the joy one can instill in an
audience," said Scherperel.
Gil Reyes plays a large role at Kenyon through theater groups
BY SHAYLA MYERS
StaffWriter
It is hard to find a lime to
sit down with Gil Reyes '01 be-
cause of his involvement in so
many activities at Kenyon.
When you do manage to get
him to sit down and talk, it is
even more difficult to make it
through a conversation without
hearing a plug for one of the
many theater groups and theater
productions that he is involved
in.
As president of The Com-
pany, formerly known as the
Kenyon Musical Theater Re-
view, vice president of the drama
section of Kenyon College Dra-
matic Club and manager of the
KC, Reyes plays at least a mi-
nor part in most of the larger the
ater productions at Kenyon.
This semester alone, Reyes is
working as assistant director for
The Playboy ofthe Western World
which will be performed on Octo-
ber 16, 17, 23 and 24 in Bolton
Theater. Reyes is acting in Six De-
grees of Separation which is be-
ing performed in late October or
early November.
However, his biggest theater
production is as the founder of the
newly-forme- d Student Theater
Guild, an organization that incor-
porates all student-ru-n theater
groups on campus.
"As the STG, we are trying to
bring student theater groups to-
gether," said Reyes. Throughout
the year, they are looking to put
out a newsletter, run a few coffee-
houses and most importantly, raise
funds to achieve their ultimate
f S '
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Gil Reyes '01
WHO: Professor Peter Lawler from the Department of Political Science at Berry
College and the Chair of Politics and Literature Secion of the American
Political Science Association.
WHAT: Informal Talk on Tocqueville's View of Democracy
WHEN: Thursday, September 24 at 4:15pm
Where: Peirce Lounge
John Dale
goal: a new space for the student
groups to perform in.
"I want space. Our long-ter- m
goal is to get student space includ-
ing a theater, storage space and
meeting rooms. There are a lot of
excellent student productions that
need space."
The group is one of many at
WHAT: Lecture on Walker Percy's essays; "Walker Percy's Twentieth Century
Thomism"
WHEN: Thursday, September 24 at 8:00pm
Where: Higley Auditorium
Kenyon hoping to renovate the old
People's Bank, which Reyes wants
to do if the school eventually ac-
quires the building.
Besides trying to unify the
theater community, Reyes is work-
ing to unify the campus as a whole.
Reyes is co-presid- ent of Al-
lied Sexual Orientations, which, he
said, "promotes the understanding
of sexual identities."
Reyes added, "Not different,
because different means there is a
norm." Through ALSO, GayBi-
sexualLesbian Support Group and
his inclusion in "Out and About,"
the campus publication on sexual
orientation, Reyes is constantly
working on the issues surrounding
diversity at Kenyon.
"I find myself on panels quite
often, on gender issues, sexuality
issues, masculinity issues and cul
tural issues, for Multicultural
Events and Services and Take
Back the Night," said Reyes. He
is also a counselor through the
REACH program, which puts
underclass members of
underrepresented groups in con-
tact with underrepresented up-perclassm- en.
The Company still needs
accompanists, ALSO meets
Wednesday evenings and is
open to everyone, and STG is
gladly accepting donations for
their theater fund.
Reyes life may appear
overwhelming but "I guess I just
.
want everything ... right now,"
said Reyes. He hopes for good
Uieater every weekend and he
wants Kenyon to have a com-
fortable atmosphere for people
Write for Features
Contact Lisa Groesz at groeszl
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MOMMY All You On Eat Pizza and Stuo
(n house) '5-- 9 pa ($4.95)
TUESDAY All You Can EatSpkktti (w house)
5-10p-
.m. ($6.15)
EVERY DAY Use Pizza t tophng, $6.99
Jlmbo Pea 1 toppng, $8.99
(10 p.m. 1:45 a.m.)
PIZZAS Over 25 items to choose from
ALSO TRY:
Subs (11 kinds') Cove Dip Sticks
Salads Seasoned and Slow-bake- d Premium Prime Rib (fri. - sat.)
Soups Pastas Galore (5-1- 0)
Cookies (Hot, Made to Order) Hand Dipped Milk Shakes (11 flavors)
Burgers Jukes, Soda
Fish (sole)
Coracclis
Shrimp
Chicken
Appetizers Galore
PBX:5604 427-215- 2
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Horn Gallery provides 'sense of community'
BY SARAH HART
Senior StalTWriter
Looking for a place to kick
back and enjoy art and music in the
company of good friends? The
Horn Gallery, organinzation of the
year 1997-9- 8, offers a "neutral en-
vironment for people to come
together" according to Marela
Trejo Zacarias '00, co-mana- ger of
the Horn.
The Horn Gallery, located on
College-Par- k St., provides an en-
ergetic forum for sharing art and
ideas.
Perhaps the Horn is best
known as a place for musicians to
practice and perform. The space is
available to artists for use as a
gallery and gives writers the op-
portunity to rea'd their work.
The key to its operation lies in
students' dedication to maintain-
ing an open, supportive atmosphere
for the presentation ofart and liter-
ary work.
"We think it's important to
increase the feeling that you can
show what you are with out judg-
ing or being judged," said Trejo
Zacarias. "We want to emphasize
the sense of community."
Dan Torday '00, manager of
the Kenyon Literary Collective and
Horn magazine, said, "We're open
to any ideas, any forms of artistic
expression."
Co-mana- ger Ben Pomeroy '00
describes the Horn as "an open
place for creativity."
Weekly activities at the I Iom
encourage student involvement.
Mondays will feature art open-
ings for both student and faculty
work. Any artists interested in dis-
playing their work should contact
. ;ulii
5y,
The Horn Gallery
Pomeroy or Trejo Zacarias, who
are always looking for new artists.
The Kenyon Literary Collec-
tive will be held on Wednesday
nights from 8-1- 1. This is an open
mic coffee house for poetry and
prose reading and acoustic music.
Students are encouraged to just
show up and perform.
Planned features for this open
mic include a marathon reading of
William Faulkner on his birthday
and a tribute to the late Philip
Church, poet and professor of En-
glish.
Friday nights will feature
musician symposi urns open to any-
one interested in playing or
listening. Once a month on Fri-
days, the I lorn plans to host ethnic
dinners.
Twice a month on Saturday
nights, live campus bands will per-
form.
The I lorn also hopes to bring
bands from outside Kenyon, such
as the Latin Jazz band Manuel
Santos y Bambule, scheduled for
October 17.
Oilier special events are geared
towards emphasizing the sense of
community within the Horn Gal-
lery. "We'd like to work more with
the school, unifying what students
see in their classes as shown
through art," said Trejo Zacarias.
An art show for Dia de los
Muertos is being planned for No-vemberw- ith
the helpof the Spanish
department and ADELANTE.
Other art shows this year will
include the annual 4x4 Show in
December, the Honors Show, Art
Abroad (featuring works brought
from off-camp- us study) and Festi-
val of the Arts in the spring.
Also highlighting the impor- -
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Erika Feldman '00, Professor Garhart,. Ben
tance of community is the upcom-
ing children's art show from the
Gazebo School.
Says Pomeroy, "We can show
kids' art the way other, more seri-
ous galleries can't and that's
important. Third grade art can say
more about our community than
visiting artists."
The 1 lorn will feature a polit-
icalliterary magazine that will
hopefully publish two issues a se-
mester.
Included in the magazine will
be articles in addition to the fiction
and poetry. A comic section will
Megan Buhr
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Pomeroy '00 and Marela Trejo Zacarias '00
also be added.
"The credo for the magazine
is that we provide a chance for
every voice to be heard as long as
it's thoughtfully and artistically
written," Torday explained.
The magazine is different than
other Kenyon literary publications
in that it involves both artistic and
political issues. Trejo Zacarias
stresses, however, that "any kind
of statement that is well -- explained
and well-support- ed is welcome."
"We want to encourage more
people to be involved. A lot of
people come to the events, but we' d
like more to help out and take
initiative," said Pomeroy.
All those interested in involve-
ment with the I lorn are encouraged
to attend their weekly meetings,
Tuesdays at 10 p.m.
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John Slierck
talk outside the Horn Gallery.
Trejo Zacarias also stressed
the point that all ideas are welcome
and that previous involvement is
not at all a prerequisite for meeting
attendance. "People should feel
free to come to the meetings at any
time they don' t have to be a part
of what we've done in the past."
The fact that the Horn exists in
a limited space is also important to
its managers, who are always look-
ing for ways to improve.
"We're more than an organi-
zation; we're an actual building,"
said Pomeroy, "so there's a sense
ofplace as well as a sense ofpeople.
We want people to feel comfort-
able with its use."
"We think this is the best way
of interacting with each other, the
best way of bonding with a group,"
said Trejo Zacarias.
for Food
If you've ever held the
above sign, have we got
a job for you!
UJrlte for Arts and
Entertainment!
Contact Jenny Lawton or John Sherck
(e-ma- il: lawtonj or sherckj) for more
information.
Do it today - before you starve!
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Deetz's symbolic language 'unsuccessful
BY ZACHARY NOWAK
Guest Critic
After reading last week's
Collegian article on the the new
art exhibit in Olin, I decided to
have a look at Kristy Deetz's
work. Afterreading the author's
statement, I viewed the twenty-od- d
paintings that hung around
the room.
Deetz's work consists of
wooden boards (which have been
carved with intricate patterns)
upon which are painted pieces
of fruit, partially draped with a
piece a sheet, or "drapery," as
Deetz says. Oilier elements in
some of the paintings include
tornadoes and potted plants.
Admittedly, I have never
takenanarthislory course. How-
ever, as a human being who is
supposed to be in some way af-
fected by art, I feel entitled to my
opinion. I believe that, at least
on some level, this art is unsuc-
cessful.
"Unsuccessful" is as close
to my true feelings as I can come
without using an adjective with
too negative a connotation.
While these are aesthetical ly
pleasing works, I base my cri-
tique on the following
KFS wants you to do
BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Friday, 8 p.m.
Ransom Lawn
Director John Hughes' land-
mark film Ferris Bueller's Day
Off features the best alternative to
a boring day at high school.
Matthew Broderick stars as
the devilishly smooth, totally cool
Ferris Bueller, a Chicago North
Shore senior determined to skip
f
r
Matihew Broderick in Ferris Betiller's Day
Supposedly, this new
flexibility allows
everyone to have his
or her own mean-
ing yet doesn't that
remove the use of art
as another way to
communicate?
assumption: art, like literature or
oratory, is another way to commu-
nicate ideas which echo through
our "spirtual, emotional and intel-
lectual lives," as Deetz puts it.
To communicate, there must
be a set of symbols whose mean-
ings are generally agreed upon. Of
course, even the symbols we use
for literature have no "absolute"
definition. Their meanings are flex-
ible, and this is what makes
literature fascinating. However,
despite this flexibility, there is at
least a general definition for each
word.
Like literature, art uses sym-
bols. I understand that for centuries
art has used its images to commu-
nicate the allegories and ideas of
our culture.
school and avoid detection. More
importantly, he wants to restore
some dignity and self-respe- ct to
his best friend Cameron (Alan
Ruck).
Thus Ferris and Cameron plan
a hilarious scheme to get Ferris' s
girlfriend Sloane (Mia Sara) out of
school, underneath the watchful
eyes of suspicious principal Ed
Rooney (the riotous Jeffrey Jones).
While Rooney and Ferris's sister
Jeannie (Jennifer Grey) try to track
him down, the trio take Cameron's
dad's red Ferrari into the great city
r
Off.
In Renaissance Christian art
for example, the unicorn repre-
sented purity, while a lamb
represented Christ. It seems that
modem art has become more flex-
ible with Hie meanings of the visual
arts' shared "vocabulary" of sym-
bols.
This flexibility has allowed
art to go further than it ever has
before but taken to an extreme,
this flexibility weakens art's unique
power to communicate humanity' s
hopes and dreams. It is as if every-
one used their own spellings for
words.
If the symbols are not agreed
upon, art using these symbols can
have no agreed upon interpreta-
tion. Worse than that, different
interpretations may not even be
similar in any way.
Deetz herself comments on
the way she "recycles" metaphors
and symbols. We have no idea in
what context to interpret these sym-
bols, unless the artist chooses to
make it explicit using text.
Supposedly, this new flexibil-
ity allows everyone to have his or
her own meaning yet doesn' t that
remove the use of art as another
way to communicate?
I have to say again that this is
only my opinion. Perhaps some- -
the right
of Chicago.
With apologies to The Blues
Brothers, the city has never been
filmed with such brilliant cinema-
tography or insightful use of the
locale. They visit the Sears Tower,
the Art Institute, the Board ofTrade
and Wrigley Field before speeding
home.
A triumphant film on many
levels, Ferris manages to deal with
the serious anxieties of being only
months away from graduation.
The Treasure of the Sierra
Madre
Saturday 8 p.m.
Higley A uditorium
Given a place of honor in the
National Film Registry, The Trea-
sure ofthe Sierra Madre is a superb
action-adventure-West- ern with a
terrific performance by Humphrey
Bogart.
John Huston directs his father
Walter Huston who plays Howard,
an old prospector eager to try his
hand once more. Bogart is Fred C.
Dobbs, a luckless drifter who finds
himself in Mexico with Howard
on a hunt for elusive treasure.
When the gold-seeke- rs actu-
ally find some, the story takes a
dark turn with greed and paranoia
surrounding the once jovial group.
They must keep watch for Mexi-
can bandits and over each other
while still searching for gold.
The film won three Academy
o- - -- r WiKriX: --A
The Spirit Moves (1995)
one more knowledgable will re- -
spond with anodier definition of
art.
Until men, go and see the ex- -
thing: watch movies
t
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Awards: Best Director, Best
Screenplay and Best Supporting
Actor. It is also famous for the
lines, "Badges? I don't have to
show you any stinking badges!"
Do The Right Thing
Wednesday 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Perhaps the most important
film ever made on race relations in
the United States, Spike Lee's Do
The Right Thing is controversial,
inflammatory and exceedingly
well-mad- e.
Lee's abrasive and moving
film shows the racial divisions in
the small Brooklyn community of
Bedford-Stuyvesan- t. Due to while
flight and the overall changing of
color in the neighborhood from
white to black, Sal's Pizzeria re-
mains one of the only
establishments in the area run by
I v. ' V
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hibit yourself, but ask yourself
whether Deetz's drapery might
not be made of the same cloth
as the emperor's new clothes.
1 i nn lT
whites.
Sal (Danny Aiello in an Oscar-n-
ominated performance)
converses with his pizza delivery
guy Mookie (Spike Lee) on what is
considered "(lie hottest day of the
year."
One of Sal's two sons, Vito
(Richard Edson), is similar to his
father, while the other, Pino (John
Turturro), is loudly racist in pri-
vate. By the end of the day, there is
a boycott of Sal's which errupts
into violence.
A treatise on both tolerance
and the appropriateness of such
violence, Do the Right Tiling also
features a strong supporting cast of
Ozzie Davis, Samuel L. Jackson,
Ruby Lee and Rosie Perez. Lee
(whose writing of the film earned
an Acadamy Award nomination)
confronts the problems of the in-
ner city and the roots of prejudice
with remarkable grace.
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There's something very good about 'Mary'
BY BRAD GOODSON
Film Critic
The summer of 1 998 has given
us giant lizards, life-endi- ng com-
ets, the return of Zorro and vivid
images of war. Some of this
summer's Hicks have bored us to
death Godzilla), while others have
amazed us with their realism and
attention to detail (Saving Private
Ryan). Yet, none of this summer's
movies have made us smile in
amusement, much less howl with
laughter that is, until the release
ofThere 's Something About Mary.
The plot oiMary is mindless,
but who cares? this is a comedy !
Mary (Cameron Diaz) is the
quintisential "girl next door": bril-
liant, pretty and kind. She's the
average guy's dream woman she
even loves to watch Sportscenler.
Ted (Ben Stiller) is the geeky kid
who admires Mary from alar until
she unexpectedly asks him to the
prom.
The rest of the movie follows
Ted and the comedy of errors that
ensues as he tries to find Mary 13
years after the disaster that was the
Scottish band soars
Long Fin Killie's newest and final album,
BY CASSIE WAGNER
Music Critic
Some would say that real po-
etry has left pop music in recent
years. But even a cursory listen to
Scotland's Long Fin Killie would
prove them wrong. In their third
album, Amelia, the quartet has cre-
ated one of the most slarlingly
beautiful records in memory.
Amelia sounds like a mystery.
Every listen unravels a bit more.
Guitars spin out layers of tonal
color, textured by horns and strings.
Songs don't so much progress as
soar.
The first three tracks are per-
fect examples. "British
Summertime" is a teasing, gauzy
Starring:
Ben Stiller as Ted
Cameron Diaz as Mary
Malt Dillon as Ilealy
Chris Elliott as Dom
Directors:
Peter and Bobby Farrelly
Screenplay:
Ed Decler, John J. Strauss,
and the Farrellys
Running Time:
119 minutes
Rated: R s
high school prom.
Sounds fairly standard and
boring, right? On the contrary,
Mary is far from dull; the film's
story provides the perfect back-
drop for the Farrelly brothers
distinct brand of humor.
That said, their brand of hu-
mor is not for everyone.
Much of what will make the viewer
laugh (or cringe) derives from the
Farrelly brothers' complete and
utter disregard for the PC move-
ment. Whether dial's a good thing
is up to the individual to decide.
I Iowever, a movie can only be
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Amelia
come-on- . A drum machine adds a
menacing thrust to the sultriness of
"Lipstick," while staccato vocals
ignite the hallucinatory "Kismet."
Most mysterious and power-
ful of all, however, is vocalist Luke
Sutherland. His high, fragile voice
spins and dives across every song
as he sings of love lost and found.
1 lis lyrics read like poetry. I le uses
his voice like an actor, pleading,
howling, drawing you farther into
the music with every phrase.
Unfortunately, Ihchi will be
the last album for the band. Maybe
ye;us of widespread indifference
to their music wore them out. I like
to think they realized they had made
a perfect record and wauled it as an
epitaph.
I
so funny with just a few decent
gags. Truly memorable comedies
have something additional,
whether it be originality (i.e.,
Monty Python movies) or strong
acting in the midst of all the tom-
foolery (i.e., Robin Williams in
The Birdcage andMrs. Doubtfire).
So what is this special "some-
thing" about Mary? Granted, the
Farrelly brothers' past credits
(Dumb and Dumber said Kingpin)
are enough to scare many movie-
goers away.
Those who don't see Mary
will miss some of the best cdmedic
timing ofany recent movie. A scene
at the beginning of the film where
Ted and Mary prepare for the prom
is the best example, not only of the
directors' sense of timing but of
the movie's type of humor.
I won't divulge any more of
the details for fear of ruining it.
Rest assured, though: for those who
appreciate the Farrelly brothers'
warped sense of humor, this single
scene is worth the price of admis-
sion alone.
Rating: (out of 4)
Creeper Lagoon's newest
album shows great promise
'I Become Small and Go' shows flaws, still enjoyable
BY CASSIE WAGNER
Music Critic
"Oh, great," you say, "it's
another one of those annoying
indie pop buzz bands." Yes, it's
true that Creeper Lagoon is
viewed in the music industry as
one of the hottest band of the
moment and have already been
signed to a major label for their
second album. But it's also true
that they have recorded a great
litde record, Become Small
and Go, and actually deserve
much of the praise being thrown
in their general direction.
Creeper Lagoon blends
classic power-po- p songwriting
and sensibilities to hip-ho- p in-
fluenced drumming and the
occasional sample. Not that tin's
is anything new. These guys
just do it better than most of
their contemporaries.
Singcrsongwriterguilarist
Ian Scfchick is a find a man
with an honest, if flawed voice,
who is great with turns of chords
and phrases. You're not going
to find songs like the heartbreak --
ingly catchy "Dreaming Again"
or the brilliant "Empty Ships"
For more information on the Web:
http:www.creeperhgoon.com
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The cover of Creeper Lagoon's Become
just anywhere.
The band runs into problems
during die second half of I Become
Small and Go, especially when
Sharky Laguana, the band's other
singersongwriterguilarist takes
control. I lis songs are, for the most
part, meandering pseudo-psychedel- ic
numbers of the most annoying
f
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Small and Go
kind.
But dial's a problem easily
solved. After one listen, you'll
know which songs are the bad
ones and will be able to program
your stereo to skip them. What's
left is great little guitar pop al-
bum and a lot of hope for the
group's next release. For once,
the taste-make- rs picked a "next-big-lhin- g"
thai may actually be
able to pull live up to the
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Two of a kind
Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa are two very differentpeople;
but they are united in their love for the game, and the quest for a hallowed home run mark
Sosa sneaks up on 62 McGwire has come a long way
BY J A. ADANDE, Los Angeles Times BY THOMAS BOS WELL, The Washington Post
SAN DIEGO The world has changed for
Sammy Sosa.
More exciting, more hectic, more re-
warding.
The bodyguards, those have only been
around for about a week. They were with
him Monday when he made his way to the
indoor batting cage at Qualcomm Stadium.
The interview requests have picked up too.
Chicago Cub media relations director
Sharon Pannozzo rattled them off as she
walked alongside him. ESPN wants him for
a Sunday Conversation.
"And there's a woman from Uni vision,"
she said. "She wants to get about 15 min-
utes with you."
Doesn't everybody?
The world has changed for Sammy
Sosa.
Sosa changed too, although not lately.
His changes brought about the notoriety, not
the other way around.
He used to be a batter who swung at
everything the pitcher offered. He used to
be a guy who stole bases to suit his own
statistical goals, not the team's needs.
This year was different. Sosa said he
knew the Cubs could make this a special
season after they made off-seas- on acquisi-
tions like closer Rod Beck and outfielder
Henry Rodriguez. That's what motivated
him.
"When you play on a winning team and
you want to make it to the playoffs, you have
to play better," he said last week in Chicago.
"You have to go out there and play every
day."
So he did it for the team and wound up
with one of the great individual seasons of
all time.
Do the right things and the right things
happen to you. He's a little less selfish on
the baseball field, the same fun-lovi- ng guy
off it, and now he's a star.
"It doesn't make a difference if the
people put me high or low, I'm still the same
guy," Sosa said. "I know who I am. I know
that everything has happened, but I haven't
taken it to my head. That's why I'm the same
person every day."
He didn't get carried away when he hit
his 61st and 62nd home runs of the season
on Sunday. When asked if it was the best
day of his life, he reserved that honor for
the day he was bom. On Monday, he was
asked who was his idol. He said God.
So he stands serenely while the rest of
the world scrambles to catch up to him. He
passed Roger Maris and tied Mark McGwire
before everyone had a chance to fully re-
cover from McGwire's 62nd.
There were no special markings for the
balls he hit out of Wrigley Field that set off
a small melee. There was no special cer-
emony.
Only baseball could blow it on some- -
j thing so good. Sosa had 60 home runs on
aunday. All commissioner bud aeng nau to
do was drive about 90 minutes south from
his Milwaukee home to get to Wrigley Field.
Instead he made his comments to Sosa by
phone.
Major League Baseball, which handled
the media for games leading up to the
record-breakin- g home run, dropped off the
scene after McGwire hit his 62nd. They
didn't anticipate the interest increasing, not
decreasing.
Sosa's news conference served as a re-
minder that Sosa has brought more than just
competition to the home run race. He has
broadened its appeal.
Most of the world doesn't care who hits
how many home runs. It's like cricket to
Americans; you probably don't know what
the most cherished record is, let alone who
holds it.
But baseball is huge in Latin America
and Sosa, from the Dominican Republic, is
helping the Spanish-speakin- g countries
share in the fun. Half the questions he
Fielded Monday were in Spanish. A little bit
belated, the accolades from around the
sports world and beyond came trickling in
on Monday.
Sosa got a phone call from President
Clinton, although these days that sounds
more like a punch line than an honor.
McGwire, who could probably beat
Clinton in an election right now, also
called.
Barry Bonds sent a fax consisting of
one word, congratulations, in Spanish.
The fans gave him a standing ovation
for every al-b- at.
For him, that was sufficient After keep-
ing pace in the Great Home Run Race, Sosa
doesn't feel the need to match McGwire cer-
emony for ceremony, magazine cover for
magazine cover.
"The attention I've had, it's been
enough for me," Sosa said. "For me, I'm
just so happy to be playing in the United
States and to be the person that I am. I'm
not looking to make some more friends. I've
got enough right now, and I'm happy with
what I have."
He has made some adjustments. Now
it's up to the rest of us to accommodate him.
And just so you're ready, 63 in Spanish is
sesenta y tres.
ST. LOUIS Everybody knows Mark
McGwire now. But some of us knew him
then. Ten years ago, when he was one of the
best-know- n players on the best team in base-
ball, he wasn't such a prize, as a player or
even as a person.
Warm now, he was abrupt then. Open,
sincere and almost touchy-feel- y these days,
McGwire was walled up and macho during
the glory days of the 1988-9- 0 Oakland A's.
As unstoppably clutch under pressure in the
national spotlight as he's been for the past
three weeks for the past three years, ac-
tually that's just how tense and ineffec-
tive he was in three World Series back then.
McGwire's transformation is not a trick
or a can. It's something far more important.
McGwire has shown us how much a person
even one way past age 21 and consid-
ered a "finished" product can change for
the better. When people face their flaws and
take themselves to task physically, emo-
tionally, psychologically amazing
changes can happen. The McGwire we see
and admire now is the result of just such a
long, hard, frightening project
As much as any player in baseball,
McGwire has worked on himself. Few play-
ers lift weights more rigorously or monitor
their diet better. Few bypass time-consumi- ng
endorsements so completely to "focus"
on their core job. What other famous player
is proud to say he spent four years in therapy
so he could understand himself better?
Mark McGwire, as McGwire likes to
say, is now the person he was always sup-
posed to be. B ut you don't get there for free.
Ninety percent of life is not just showing
up. That's what too many athletes think:
"Here I am. Give me my due." After
McGwire hit 49 homers as a rookie, then
made millions of dollars, he could' ve taken
that tack, too, saying, "How can any tiling
possibly be wrong with me?" .
The self-absorb-ed adolescent which
includes plenty of 30-year-- old pro athletes
thinks he's profound for asking, "Who
The Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS) and
Duke University offer field-oriente- d, science based
undergraduate semester abroad and summer
programs in Costa Rica. Students earn credit hours ,
ran
mi a in
J"f In tropical ecology, environmental science and policy,
JmmmJ field research methods, and Spanish language arid culture.
Credits may be transferred from Duke University.
m hands-o- n experiential learning independent field projects
cultural immersion u extended stays at remote field sites
home stays extensive travel to diverse ecosystems
Organization for Tropical Studies, Duke University
919 684-577- 4 e-m-ail naoacpub.duke.edu http:wwttOtt.duke.edu
Apf8caton dcarfiirte for 1 999 Spring semester is October 9, 1 998,
OTS A consortium of universities providing leadershipin education, research and the responsible ose ofnatural resources in t!te tropics.
am I?" The adult like McGwire, demands
of himself, "Who could I be? Who would I
like to become if I can find the courage to
work hard enough for it?"
A wise man once said that one of the
tasks of youth is to identify its heroes. Not
to worship them but, to the degree it's pos-
sible, to copy and cultivate their best traits
in ourselves. The 22-year-- old groundskeeper
who caught McGwire's 62nd home run ball,
then returned it to him for nothing, captured
that point.
Tim Forneris explained that he felt he
knew McGwire. Once, during a rain delay,
he and McGwire sat in the dugout and talked
about the weather. Every time he passed
"Mr. McGwire," he said, "Hi," and "Mr.
McGwire always smiles and says 'Hi,' right
back."
"When I grow up," said Forneris, "I
want to be just like Mark McGwire." He
didn't mean that he thought he'd hit 62 hom-
ers. Or earn $8 million a year. Forneris
meant he really, deeply wanted to be like
the best parts of McGwire, not just superfi-
cially like him.
"Mr. McGwire is so genuine," said
Forneris.
He wasn't always.
For the past week, McGwire's been the
first to acknowledge that the blame for his
failed marriage was largely his. He's given
many versions of his deep self-doub- ts after
his flops in three Series (.188 with One
homer and two RBI), his disastrous .201
season in '91 and injuries in '92 and '93
that made him consider retiring.
However, his best summation of his
feelings came in a recent Sports Illustrated
story when he said, "I was all closed in. I
didn't like myself. I wasn't a very secure
person. I could never face the truth. I al-
ways ran from it. It's like, sometimes I look,
back at myself in those days and think, 'Who
was I?'"
For McGwire, the work never stops.
And, it seems, neither does his improve-
ment. Often, people really do rise to the
occasion. Cal Ripken did it in 1995, putting
aside his natural diffidence and occasional
moodiness to carry his sport.
The Mark McGwire of 1990 was con-
sidered a potential Hall of Famer. He'd av-
eraged 39 homers and 105 RBI his first four
seasons and already helped three teams to
pennants. Yet that McGwire, if he had some-
how hit 62 homers or set some other great
record, could not have done for baseball
even one-tent- h what the McGwire of 1998
has accomplished.
Many will say the Cardinals slugger
gave America a celebratory interlude dur-
ing a rough patch in both world and national
history. Or that he raised his sport back to-
ward its former eminence. Or that he made
goodness and enthusiasm seem even cooler
than hipness.
Perhaps what McGwire really did, es-
pecially in Hie last joyous week, is show us
again that it's seldom too late to change
ourselves.
"A few years ago, I couldn't have imag-
ined this," said McGwire. You never know
how far you can travel until you start the
trip.
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The stuff of heroes
Admire Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa
for this: they know how to play baseball
BY SCOTT GULDIN
Staff Columnist
Everybody loves Mark
McGwire and Sammy Sosa right
now. This has nothing in particu-
lar to do with baseball.
More than anything, this
summer's mythical run to the
record has indicated that our coun-
try still refuses to stop looking to
silly places like baseball dia-
monds to find its heroes.
Undoubtedly, the two founders
of Club 62 are goodor baseball,
but not simply because they are
good at baseball.
Mark McGwire and Sammy
Sosa are nice guys. They are po-
lite, deferential and fiercely loyal
to their teammates. For the most
part, they are open and courteous
to the media. They have a heal thy
respect for baseball's history.
They work hard and enjoy com-
peting. They love their families.
They are happy to be alive.
In an era driven by technol-
ogy, talent alone will no longer
cut iL Players need
solid sound byte
potential. Their McGwire
words should look Sosa are
nice in bold, iso-
lated print and guys.
their performance polite
on the field should
make the two min-
utes
deferential
following the fiercelylocal weather
jump to life. their
and
nice
They are
and
and
loyal to
teammates.
The truth is
thatanyathletecan
look good on television. The next
step in being big, taken by Sosa,
McGwire and only a few others:
players need to appear to be good
role models. Otherwise no one
will ever care. What other mes-
sage can we glean from the Maris
chase?
Imagine for a moment that
the two players who broke the
coveted, 37 year-ol- d record were
nothing like the amiable Sosa and
McGwire. Imagine they were
Barry Bonds and Albert Belle.
Would Bonds and Belle be
credited with "capturing the
imagination of a nation" or "sav-
ing baseball"? Would Fox
scramble its new fall schedule to
televise Giants and White Sox
games? Would the Maris family
and Bud Selig make sure they
were present to witness the his-
toric moment first-han- d? I Iardly.
Why not? Bonds and Belle
have done remarkable tilings this
year, haven't they? Yes, but few
people know it. A month ago,
Bonds became the first player in
baseball history to amass 400 ca-
reer home runs and 400 career
stolen bases. Belle has all but
wrapped up the AL MVP by hit-
ting .377 since the All-- S tar game.
With 16 homers in July, he now
has 45, to go with 137 RBI. The
skill these two demonstrate on a
consistent basis proves that the
country's interest in baseball is
not truly baseball-relate- d.
Ability aside, Bonds and
Belle are decidedly not nice
people. They have nothing of the
hero qualities our country so
craves. They are downright rude
to the media. They say mean
things to and about teammates,
managers and fans. The only fun
they ever seem to get out of play-
ing comes from embarrassing the
oilier team. They curse. A lot.
Bonds even wears an earring. Do
we really want our children wear-
ing earrings?
Indulge your imagination
and picture Albert Belle as he
becomes the first player to hit 62
homers. lie stands for a moment
at home plate, admiring the 450-fo- ot
shot into the empty bleachers
at Comiskey.
Charles Nagy, not
pleased with being
the pitcher of record
or with Belle's an-
tics, retaliates by
beaning Frank Tho-
mas in the face.
Benches clear. After
the game, Belle re-
fuses comment,
though he does point
to his biceps while
mouthing an exple-
tive. Sox catcher Chad Kreuter,
wrapped up in the moment, says
"He punched me in. the brawl.
Twice. Okay, so the guy's good.
But I hate him."
Wisconsin native and high
school physics teacher Nelson
Parker, who retrieves the home
run ball, barters it for a Beanie
Baby and some gum. President
Clinton calls to congratulate
Belle, and the two enjoy a curt
and elliptical conversation. Sox
management considers giving
Belle a black '62 Chevy, but
thinks better of it, what with Hal-
loween approaching and children
roaming the streets and all. Sox
owner Jerry Reinsdorf trades the
car in for a Geo Prism.
The Maris chase has been a
curious quest on the country's
part to make athletes into heroes.
What Bonds and Belle know is
that talent will bring moments of
national favor, but those moments
quickly fade, many times wilh-outreaso- n.
If McGwire and Sosa
don' t know this already, they will
learn soon enough. In the end, it
isn't just about baseball.
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Game time in the NFL
Some fearless predictions, one of which is that Denver will not repeat
BY GEOFF LOOSE
Staff Columnist
In a year that will be remem-
bered for the amazing home run
prowess of Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa, the National Foot-
ball League has some of its own
"feel good" stories to offer to
sports fans in 1998.
Will Barry Sanders rush for
another 2,000 yards this season?
Do the Denver Broncos have what
it takes to win another Super
Bowl? Football fans will also be
able to witness Jerry Rice's recov-
ery from the career threatening
knee surgery that erased most of
his 1997 season. Will Mike Ditka
turn the Saints around, and how
well will Randy Moss perform
amidst all the media pressures sur-
rounding him in his rookie cam-
paign?
The Baltimore Ravens and
Tampa Bay Buccaneers open two
beautiful new stadiums this sea-
son. Will Peyton Manning or Ryan
Leaf have a better rookie season ?
Are the Bucs, Jaguars, and
Chiefs really Super Bowl contend-
ers? Can Warren Moon, the NFL's
ambassador to the fountain of
youth, keep his place among
today's elite quarterbacks? At the
1999 NFL Draft, Commissioner
Paul Tagliabue will utter the fol-
lowing phrase, "With the first pick
in the 1999 NFL draft, the Phila-
delphia Eagles select ....?" Will the
Dallas Cowboys register more
wins or court appearances this sea-
son? "Are you ready for some
football?"
Interested
Contact
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This will not be the year of Broncos again;
however, the Super Bowl champion will come
from the American Football Conference.
This will not be the year of
Broncos again; however, the Su-
per Bowl champion will come
from the American Football Con-
ference (AFC). The Miami Dol-
phins (AFC eas) Pittsburgh
Steelers (AFC central), and the
Denver Broncos (AFC west) will
win their respective divisions. The
wildcard teams from the AFC will
be the Jacksonville Jaguars, New
England Patriots, and the Seattle
Seahawks. Denver and Pittsburgh
will meet in the AFC champion-
ship, and the Steelers represent the
conference in the Superbowl. Kan-
sas City looks decent or. paper;
however, they certainly do not
warrant the title "Super Bowl Con-
tender" that many spoils publica-
tions give them. They lack a seri-
ous running game, and I am not
sold on their run defense just yet.
The Baltimore Ravens, with
their solid front defensive seven
and new backfield (Jim 1 Iarbaugh,
Rosie Polls, and Ericht Rhell), give
them a serious shot at beating out
either Kansas City, San Diego, or
Seattle for the last wildcard spot.
Al Davis, the owner of the Oak-
land Raiders, gets himself another
1 Ieisman Trophy winner in Charles
Woodson, but still will not make
die playoffs because he does not
understand that good teams need
role players.
in writing for sports?
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Award winners will include
the AFC Most Valuable Player
(Carnell Lake, CB, Pittsburgh
Steelers), Coach of the Year (Ted
Marchibroda), and Rookie of die
Year (Ryan Leaf, QB, San Diego
Chargers).
In the National Football Con-
ference (NFC) the New York Gi-
ants (NFC east), Green Bay Pack-
ers (NFC), and San Fransisco
49ers (NFC west) will win their
respective divisions. The wildcard
teams will be die Minnesota Vi-
kings, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and
die Atlanta Falcons. Other teams
that coutd challenge for die last
wildcard spot will be the Detroit
Lions, New Orleans Saints, and
Dallas Cowboys. Green Bay will
meet San Fransisco in die NFC
Championship, where die Packers
will prevail.
Barry Sanders will get his
2,000 yards, Dennis Green will be
Hie NFL Coach of die Year, Sand-
ers will beMVP, Curtis Enis of die
Chicago Bears will be die Rookie
of die Year, and Scolt Mitchell will
appear in an arena league football
uniform by die end of die year.
The Pittsburgh Steelers will
win "one for die diumb" as diey
ride die Bus (Jerome Bellis, RB,
Pittsburgh Steelers) to Miami,
where diey will beat die Green Bay
Packers in die Superbowl.
e&mv.--- . -- v. ,
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Field hockey optimistic for a win against Wooster
Ladies suffer tough loss against Wittenberg last night
BY JOHN JORDAN
StaffWriter
The Kenyon Ladies field
hockey team is looking for a win
in Saturday's game against
Wooster following a disappointing
9-- 0 loss to Wittenberg University
last night.
Despite a 0--5 record, the La-
dies try to remain optimistic about
the season. Sarah Colestock '99
sees no reason to be overly frus-
trated. She said, "It's far too early
in the season to get down on our-
selves as a team....we have more
positive things to concentrate on
like winning games."
Sunday's home game against
DePauw was a hard fought effort
by Kenyon despite a 2-- 1 loss.
Depauw scored within the first five
minutes of the game on a penalty
corner, but Kenyon's Sue Hopkins
'01 equalized before the half, scor- -
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'It's far too early in the season to get down on
ourselves as a team.. .We have more positive
things to concentrate on, like winning games.'
;
1 Sarah Colestock '99
ing Kenyon's lone goal. Depauw,
however, took the lead into the sec-
ond half, capitalizing on a contro-
versial penalty stroke.
The match showed the Ladies
aspects of the game which need
improving. The Ladies hope to
become more of an offensive
threat, capitalizing on scoring op-
portunities.
I lead Coach Kim Lockbaum
commented, "The team is playing
well; their passing and possession
game is slrong...We need to con-
tinue to work and score more goals
when the opportunities are there."
Lockbaum and other team- -
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mates have been impressed with
the aggressive goalkeeping perfor-
mance of Tracey Moulton '01 thus
far.
Moulton has proven herself
a key player in the defensive
unit. According to teammates,
Moulton continues to improve
each day, a result of hard work
in practice combined with game
experience.
The Ladies look ahead to
Saturday's match at the College of
Wooster. The Ladies hope a win
will spark upward mometum
Lockbaum agrees, "It won't
be long before the Kenyon Ladies
are on top again."
Volleyball seeks revenge tomorrow
BY IAN SHOWALTER
, Senior Staff Writer
Last night's fight with
Baldwin-Wallac- e College is not
over. Kenyon volleyball looks to
revenge Baldwin-Wallac- e in the
John Carroll University Invita-
tional to be held Friday and Satur-
day. Last night the Ladies
struggled to hold a lead, falling in
five games, 15-- 9, 15-1- 0, 15-1- 0, 16-1- 4,
15-- 8.
This past weekend, the Ladies
participated in the Baldwin-Wallac- e
Invitational tournament
finishing 2-- 2.
The Ladies began their stint
at Bald win-Walla- ce last Friday by
smashing Marietta College 15-1- 0,
15-1- 0, 15-- 8. Next up on the La-
dies' chopping block that day was
Capital University, which fell to
Kenyon 15-1- 2, 15-- 4, 15-1- 1.
Outcomes were not as favor-
able for the Ladies Saturday, as
they first lost to Malone College
4-1- 5, 3-1- 5, 9-1- 5, and later to Case
Western Reserve University 4-1- 5,
12-1- 5, 15-1- 3, 5-1- 5. Though the
results were not ideal, all was not
doom and gloom. The latter match
was highlighted by first-ye- ar Anna
Novotny's 19 digs, and revealed
glimpses of better times to come.
Kenyon head coach Jennie
Bruening said, "On Saturday we
faced better teams and we had to
step it up a notch. We did that but
learned that we are still a young
team and we need to keep improv-
ing. We will beat teams like Case
when we see them again because
our team is working so hard and
making progress every day."
According to co-capta- in
Maggie Beeler '00, defeating
teams like Case Western in the fu-
ture will require being "more ef-
fective finishing the ball," while
co-capt- ain Kristi Kose '99 empha- -
Sue Hopkins '01 controls the ball
L ' 'WT
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Baggot '99 anticipate the next move.
f
Erin Wimmers'00 skillfully digs the
sized communication, saying that
"playing against taller players, like
Case, stresses the need for smart
playing and being aware of what's
open on the other side of the floor."
Other highlights of the week-
end included Kose's 51 kills, 46
digs by Erin Wimmers '00, sopho-
more Stephanie Goes' 127 assists
and eight service aces, and seven
blocks by Michelle Salisbury '00.
Further brightening the pic-
ture is the Ladies adjustment to
short-hande- d play. Despite having
several players who "have not sat
down for one point in nine
matches," according to Bruening,
the team is experimenting with the
line-u- p to give players a rest.
"We have been spreading Hie
sets around and using the back row
attackers more, rather than the
typical rest that would come from
silting down. I think it will make
Kassic Scherer
while Mary Hill '02 an d Porscha
jJ -' n-- 1 --- -- :SV
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Kassie Sclierer
ball to the setter.
'We faced better teams
and we had to step it up
a notch. We did that but
learned that we are still a
young team and we need
to keep improving.'
Coach Bruening on
Saturday's tournament
us a better team in the long run. It
makes us have to think a little
more," said Bruening.
The Ladies now prepare for
matches against Allegheny Uni-
versity, Mount Union College and
BaldwiiirWallace at the John
Carroll Invitational Friday and
Saturday.
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Soccer teams tally home victories this week
Ladies 'extremely
pleased' with effort
BY SUSANNA OK
Staff Reporter
The Ladies' short winning
streak was halted yesterday by the
Muskies of Muskingum College
who won by a 2-- 0 margin. The first
goal was scored witli five minutes
remaining in the first half, after a
struggle for possession in front of
Kenyon's net, eventually kicked
in by a Muskingum attacker. The
game clenching goal came within
the last two minutes of the second
half handing the Ladies only their
second loss of the season.
The Ladies soundly defeated
the Saints of Thomas More Col-
lege in their first home game, a 4--0
shutout played last Saturday at
Mavec Field. The Ladies domi-
nated the field with short passes,
keeping the ball on the ground for
more control. Head coach Scott
Thielke was all smiles after the
game. "We're extremely pleased
with how we played together," he
said.
The score at half-lim- e was 2-- 0,
with the first two goals coming
from Shannon Maroney '01 and
co-capta- in Becky Sanford '99.
Maroney' s goal came in the 41
minute by means of her own inten-
tional left-fie- ld cross, which instead
landed smoothly in the upper right-han- d
comer of the goal. Sanford
scored not eight minutes later off a
comer kick, which she sneaked by
the goalie with a backwards head
flick.
The second half was no differ-
ent, with Allison Madar '01 kicking
in the Ladies third goal after several
missed attempts and 1 lolly Asimou
'02 scoring seven minutes later off a
left-fiel- d cross from Madar.
There was a moment of un-
certainty when itseemed the Saints
had a clear shot at goal. Goalie
Gaby Luebke '99 had just punched
a goal attempt out and ran after it
only to have it kicked away by a
Saint attacker.
Kassic Schercr
Kelly Brandow '99 fights for possession of the ball against Thomas More
last Saturday. The Ladies prevailed in a shutout, 4-- 0.
By then the Ladies defense game took a turn, when at 36 min- -
Football team rallies in fourth quarter to defeat Centre, 19-1- 4
Kenyon 1- -0 heading
BY ARTHUR REGAN
StaffWriter
The Kenyon Lords traveled to
scenic central Kentucky on Satur-
day to face the Centre College
Colonels in the season opener.
Sparked by a prolific passing at-.ta- ck
and supported by a solid
defense, the Lords walked off the
field in victory, 19-1- 4.
The game got off to a slow
start as both teams settled early
season nerves. The second quarter,
however, was full of action.
Centre reached the scoreboard
on their first possession of die pe-
riod when Phil Edge capped a 64
yard drive with a five yard touch
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had already come to the rescue,
completely blocking off the goal
area and clearing the ball out of
scoring distance. The Ladies con-
tinued to be a force in the backfield
with their defensive clearing led
by sweeper Louise Eddleston '01.
Monday's game against the
Otterbein Cardinals proved to be a
different kind of match, giving the
Ladies a first look at physical ag-
gression from another team, from
pushing to shoving, t-s- hirt pulling
and elbowing. It resulted in ascore-les- s
first half.
The second half is when the
into home opener
down run. This would prove to be
the only touchdown conceded by
the Kenyon defense.
Kenyon quickly answered on
the ensuing drive as third year
starter and co-capta- in Terry
Parmelee '99 found tight end Mat
Glassman '99, last year's leading
receiver, for a 38 yard gain. These
two were a leUial combination,
connecting six times for 157 yards
and two touchdowns. This recep-
tion set up a 30 yard Jim Kogut '00
field goal.
Parmelee again found
Glassman on the next possession
this time for a 48 yard touchdown
strike. Kogut added the exu'a point
to lift die Lords to a 10-- 7 lead.
"
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utes, Asimou made a break away
run toward goal. With a defender
trailing hot in pursuit, she ripped a
shot that just kissed the goalie's
fingers before hitting the net, scor-
ing the only goal of the game and
securing the Ladies third victory
of the season.
"We're pleased that we had
patience with the ball and stayed
composed throughout the game.
We're really coming together as a
team," said Walters.
The Ladies next game is this
Saturday on Mavec Field, 1:00p.m.
against Earlham.
Centre responded by return-
ing a Kenyon fumble 32 yards for
touchdown to go back on top. Yet
Kenyon added a field goal in the
closing seconds of the half to pull
within one, 14-1- 3, going into the
locker room.
Kenyon did not reclaim the
lead until Parmelee connected with
Glassman in the end zone on a 24
yard pass with 8:38 remaining in
the fourth quarter, a conversion of
a crucial fumble recovery deep in
Centre territory. This was the win-
ning score as the Kenyon defense
was able to hold Centre late in Uie
fourth quarter.
The defensive unit, led by co-capta- in
Tom Swain '99 dominated
Uieir opposition all afternoon, al-
lowing only 181 total yards of
Lords rebound from
with 8-- 1 shellacking
BY DENYS LAI
StaffWriter
The Kenyon men's soccer
team played two very different
games this week. Kenyon chal-
lenged a very talented University
of Rio Grande team and lost 4-- 0
last Saturday. Tuesday Uie Lords
bounced back and defeated over-
matched Oberlin College 8-- 1. The
team's record now stands at 3-1- -1 .
"To be the best, you have to
play the best" represents an un-
derlying scheduling philosophy
of the Kenyon men's soccer pro-
gram. On Sept. 12, Kenyon did
exactly that as it confronted
NAIA Division University of Rio
Grande, a team that has won two
consecutive conference tourna-
ment championships and
featured many experienced in-
ternational players. Rio Grande
looked tightly organized in the
back and controlled the How of
play. The Lords, however, never
got on track to play the cohesive,
attacking style they displayed in
its first three games.
Rio Grande opened the scor-
ing in the first half with a
controversial goal slipped in by
Marty Rodgers that appeared to
go past the end line. In the sec-
ond half, Rio Grande's Simon
Lowey scored goals, slamming a
rebound in following a scramble
and volleying in a pass from Carl
Nolan. Nolan added a fourth goal
to close out the scoring.
Kenyon defender Leon
Blanche '00 was sent off in the
second half, and also sat out
Tuesday's game against Oberlin.
Coach Des Lawless said of
the game, "They were a better team
technically and physically. It was a
good learning experience." De-
fender Phil Scully '99 put it another
way and called the game "a reality
check."
Tuesday, the team responded
to its first setback in impressive
offense. Kris Cheney '02 led Uie
team in tackles widi 12, while
Swain added 11.
Parmelee had an outstanding
day, completing 18 passes for 256
yards. CoryMunsterteiger'99and
Tony Callander '99 completed
Kenyon's strong and experienced
loss to Rio Grande
of Oberlin on Tuesday
fashion as it began its defense of
the NCAC conference title, soundly
beating Oberlin College 8-- 1.
Oberlin' s offense rarely Uireatened
Kenyon's goal while Kenyon's
attack exploited a porous Oberlin
defense. The score could have been
even more extreme as the Lords
saw several of their shots crash off
the goal posts.
In the first half, John
Chivaroli '02 headed in
sophmore Colin Yuckman's cor-
ner to put Kenyon up 1 -- 0. Kelsey
Olds 99 then converted a pen-
alty kick. An own goal by Oberlin
College resulted in Kenyon's
third goal. Oberlin managed to
pull one back before halflime to
make the score 3-- 1.
In the second half, Greg
Stephenson '00 slid the ball in af-
ter an individual run immediately
following thekickoff. Paul Stinson
'00 followed with a stellar head off
a cross by senior Andre
Kalufanya's. Kalufanya then
scored himself, putting two past
the helpless keeper on breakaways.
Olds added another goal to pro-
duce the final score.
Kenyon travels to West Vir-
ginia to face Bethany College on
Saturday.
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Leon Blanche '00 gets tangled up
with a Rio Grande player. The
Lords fell to Rio Grande 4-- 0.
receiving corps. They combined
for 10 receptions and over 100
yards. Will Winnicki '00 added a
steady ground attack in his first
start in the backfield for the Lords.
Kenyon's home opener is this
Saturday against Thiel. Kickoff is
at 1:30 p.m.
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